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ABSTRACT 
The obj e ctive of this effort was t o  develop an improved pro cess  
model of  a p rototype MHD/ s team cent ral s tation power plant . This 
model was designed to perform a first law thermodynami c analy sis for 
s teady stat e plant operation. An existing MHD t opping cy cle model was 
modified to provide predi ctions of mass flows and energy requi rements 
asso ciated with topping cy cle equipment for coal pro cessing and oxi-
.dant preparation.  This topping cy cle is chara cterized by full slag 
carryover to the heat and seed re covery system, and by dire ct f ired 
oxidant preheating. New models we re developed for the potass ium for ­
mate seed regenerat ion pro ces s ,  and for the heat and seed re covery 
sy stem. PRESTO II , a program for analy z ing the performan ce of regen ­
e rative ,.  su perheated s tea mrturbine cy cles ,  was added t o  the exi s ting 
mode l s tructure to provide a detailed s team cy cle model . The 
resulting model was exe cuted for ·a spe cified des i gn  condition and the 
results reported herein. 
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The electri c  power indus try is on the verge of a crisis . The 
United States of America is an advanced industrial society which 
requires large amounts of electric power. This electric power is  pro­
duced by generating plants which use coal , oil ,  natural gas , nuclear 
f ission , and hydro power as their primary energy s ources . (Unconven­
t ional energy sources such as solar power,  wind power,  and geothermal 
p roduce a negligible fraction of the t otal electric power generation and 
a re not considered in this analysis ) . Given the present state of the 
a rt of energy conversion t echnology and the cons traints of resource 
availabilit y ,  it  appears that the five primary energy sources , either 
i ndividually or collectively, will be unable to satisfy future electric 
power demand in a s atisfactory manner. The next ten paragraphs cons ider 
t he problems associated with each of the five primary energy sources . 
Hydro power is probably the mos t  desirable source for generating 
e lectric power. The environmental impact of  dam cons truction is  rela­
t ively minor and normally includes only local alteration of river flow 
behavior , silt t ransportation pat terns , and biologi cal ecos ys tems . The 
reservoirs created by dams are often popular recreation lakes . Since 
the ultimate source of hydro power is rainfall, this source is con­
t inually renewed. Hydro power is  a very inexpensive source of electric 
p ower because there is  no cost associated with allowing river water to 
f low through turbines (i . e . , no fuel cos t ) . Unfortunately,  there are 
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relatively few sites suitable for constructing hydro power dams and 
nearly all these sites have already been developed and put into s ervice . 
At present , hydro power furnishes about 15 % of the nation's electric 
1 power output • There will be no significant hydro power additions to 
the nation ' s  electri c power generation capacity.  
During the 19 60's , nuclear f ission reactors were promoted as a 
s afe , clean , and inexpensive means for generating electric power . 
Nuclear power advocates predi cted that nuclear power plants  would even-
t ually generate mos t  of the nation's electric power at very low cos t .  
"Too  cheap to  meter" ,  was the description o f  electricity  t o  be produced 
by nuclear fission plant s . In 19 84,  years later , the nuclear power 
industry is  a t roubled industry. Nuclear fission plants produce only 
about 10% of the nation's electric power.  Many plants ordered in the 
early 19 70 ' s  have been cancelled . Many of the plants under cons truction 
are experiencing costly construction delays due to modifications 
required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commds sion (NRC) . What went wrong? 
The nuclear power industry has three major problems : public distrust , 
disposal of  radioactive plant wastes , and an assured fuel supply . 
The environmental conservation movement of the early 19 7 0 ' s 
publicly raised the issue of nuclear power plant safety and painted a 
f rightening picture of  the potential disas ter associated with a nuclear 
p ower plant malfunction . In 19 7 9 ,  the accident at the Three Mile Is land 
Nuclear Pl ant s eemed to elevate the level of fear and suspicion. In 
response , the Nuclear Regulatory Commission t ightened its  control on the 
nuclear power industry in an attempt to assuage public fears and res tore 
credibility and acceptance to the nuclear power program. These added 
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controls extended the time required to license and cons truct a nuclear 
power plant . They increased the amount of  analy sis , record keeping , and 
testing associated with nuclear plant construction. Furthermore , the 
NRC conducted extensive design reviews which result ed in required modi­
f ications for both operating and under cons truction plants .  All of 
these actions greatly increased the cos t of developing nuclear power and 
utilities began to  lose. interes t .  
The 19 79-1 9 83 recess ion with its 
decrease in electric power demand and its high interest rates exacer­
bated the utilities' position.  
The lack of a well developed program for disposing of  radioactive 
nuclear plant was te has also hurt the nuclear power indus try� In the 
climate o f  environmental quali ty awareness , which has been s trong for 
the past decade , there has been much active interes t  in was te disposal 
f or nuclear plants . The two maj or aspects of this problem are that 
nobody wants a s torage facility in his backyard and, secondly , everybody 
wants a f ailure-p roof s torage sy stem. For  the nuclear power indus try, 
this means higher operating costs for the long term and operating 
cons traints in the near term. 
The third problem overshadowing the nuclear power industry is  the 
uncertainty of a long term fuel supply . The quantity of naturally 
available radioactive compounds is not sufficient to supply a large 
demand for many years.  The fission indus try would require development 
o f  the breeder reactor in order t o  as sure a long term fuel supply . 
Unfortunately , there has been opposition to the breeder reactor research 
p rogram and i t  is  showing very little progress or promi se.  
Oi l and natural gas are out of the question as fuels for the 
electri c power indus try . They are nonrenewable natural resources which 
are s teadily being depleted .  As this  happens , their cost  increases and 
their use is  restri cted to  those activities for which they are mos t 
e ssential. 
Finally , there is  coal . Coal is the mos t  abundant energy mineral 
possessed by the United St ates . Dome s tic supplies could easily furnish 
electric power demand for the next century and beyond . Coal has been 
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the primary energy source f or U . S .  electri c power generation for several 
decades . There are two problems associated with coal use . The f irs t , 
and leas t serious , concerns recovering the coal . The s econd problem is 
2 the role played by coal plant emdssions in the production of acid rain • 
Coal is recovered for use via surface or underground mining opera-
t ions . Surface mining (s trip mining) ,  unless followed by costly 
restoration operations , leaves behind a s carred lands cape , disrupted 
surface and subsurface drainage patterns , and the problem of  acid mine 
d rainage which pollutes local watercourses . Underground mining dis rupts 
subsurface drainage patterns , sometimes precipitates land subsidence , 
and also produces acid mine drainage with its water pollution consequen-
ces . Al though these are s erious problems , their effects  are localized 
and can be mi tigated. Control of  these problems will be cos tly , but it 
will-be a necessary consequence of coal fired electric generation.  
The mos t  damaging aspect of  coal f ired power plants is their pro-
duction of  S02 and NOx during the coal combustion process . These com-
p ounds are released to the atmosphere via f lue gases and mix with 
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atmospheric mois ture to form sulfuri c acid and ni tric acid. These acids 
ultimately return to the earth's surf ace in rain. This acid rain 
destroy s lake ecosystems and f orests . For areas dependent upon forest 
indus try , the local econom, dies with the f ores ts . In North America , 
the acid rain·damage has been mos t extensive in eas tern Canada and the 
northeastern United St ates . Citizens groups and environmentalists  have 
p rotested and called for action .  Commdttees have been formed , s tudies 
have been commissioned, and reports have been rendered. The u.s. 
Congress s eems to be on the verge of taking action. This action will 
most likely t ake the form of  emissions control legislation which will 
markedly reduce , perhaps  by as much as 50% ,  the permiss ible levels of 
S 02 and NOX in coal plant f lue gas e s . Such legislation would result in 
subs tantial equipment and operating cost increases for the electric 
utility industry .  Furthermore , the f lue gas clean-up equipment would 
reduce plant operating efficiency . While it may not be enacted this 
y ear , this new legis lation will almos t certainly be pas sed in the near 
future and must  be cons idered when planning f or the future of the 
electri c power industry . 
Thus the e lectri c power industry faces a crisis . How will it  
generate the electric power necessary to satisfy future demand? Hydro 
power s ources are nearly fully develo ped. Oi l and natural gas are too 
precious and too cos tly for use in central s tation power plants . 
Nuclear power is  s truggling to remain viable , but is  severely hampered 
by public distrus t , high cons truction costs , unacceptable was te disposal 
alternatives , and uncertainty of a sufficient long term fuel supply . 
Coal utilization generates environmental pollution pro blems at both the 
mine and smokes tack; however , at leas t there is an abundant domestic  
supply of coal . 
By the process of  elimination ,  coal appears to be the bes t  primary 
s ource for future electri c  power generation.  Coal is  selected because 
it i s  the only candidate which promises an abundant long term supply . 
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If  the emissions problems associ _ated with coal utilization could be 
s olved , coal would be considered a desirable fuel for central s tation 
e lectric  power generation .  Coal fired magnetohydrodynami c (MHD) 
e lectri c  power generation i s  a technology which shows subs tantial prom­
i se for utilizing coal , including high sulfur coal , while producing very 
low levels of S02 and NOX emissions . When an MHD cycle is  coupled wi th 
a conventional s team cy cle , the MHD/s team combination holds the poten­
t ial for substantial imp rovement in overall generating efficiency for 
coal fired plant s . 
Although coal fired MHD power generation i s  presently very much in 
a research and development s tate , this document looks into the future to  
p ropose and analyze a possible plant configuration .  This i s  accom­
p lished-by developing a computer based mathematical model of the plant 
processes . The s econd chapter of this document discusses the general 
configuration and sys tem interfaces of the proposed plant . The next 
chapter describes the general s tructure and capabi li t ies of the model.  
The following three chapters present the detailed algorithms which 
constitute the model code for each of the four maj or plant sys tems . The 
basis for these algorithms is also discus sed. The next chapter presents 
and explains a s ample case execution of the complete model ,  and the 
f inal chapter presents the conclusions drawn from this effort . 
The model presented in this document is not a completely original 
work . However , the pre-e xisting model was subs tantially altered and 
.expanded by this effort . Chapters III through VI clearly identify 
the changes and additions made to  the model.  In s pite of these modifi­
cations , the model , like MHD technology itself , is  s till in a develop­
mental s t age . Hopefully , this model will serve as a useful tool for 
p redicting and analyzing the potential performance of future central 
s tation MHD/ s team plants �  and thereby contribute to the development of 




This chapter des cribes the general configuration and proces s 
s equence of the proposed MHD/s team combined cycle power plant . The 
plant is divi ded into the following four interrelated systems : 
1 .  MHD topping cycle 
2 .  Heat and seed recovery (HRSR) 
3 .  Steam bottoming cycle 
4. Seed regeneration 
Figure 2-1 is  a s chematic portrayal of these systems and their interrela­
t ionships . The remaining paragraphs of this  chapter address  each of the 
f our systems at greater length. 
The primary equipment.of the MHD topping cycle consists of a com­
bustor , noz zle ,  MHD generator , and diffuser . The MHD generator is com­
posed o f  a generating channel , a superconducting magnet , and inverters · 
(DC to AC) . Secondary equipment associated with the MHD topping cy cle 
includes the oxidant compressor , the air separation plant , and the coal 
p reparation equipment . The process s equenc e begins with the pr eparation 
o f  the coal and oxidant s treams which are ultimately fed to the primary 
combustor. The air separation unit produces the oxy gen which is mixed 
with ambient air to achieve the specified enrichment level. This mix­
ture is then compressed to the required pressure by the oxidant 
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exchangers in the HRSR equipment and is  then ready to enter the primary 
combus tor .  These heat exchangers transfer heat directly from the flue 
gas to the oxidant . Previous  s tudies have identified the direct fired 
t echnique as preferable to  the sep arately fired oxidant heating method 
from both economic and efficiency ·  perspective s . Coal preparation con-
s is ts of  pulverizing and drying the coal . Electrically powered pulver-
izera accomplish the s ize reduction.  Drying is  accomplished by a nitro-
gen s tream from the air separation unit . The nitrogen s tream is  heated 
by heat exchangers in the HRSR equipment and is then passed through the 
pulverized coal to  dry i t . The dry pulverized coal i s  then s tored in 
pressurized hoppers until it is required in the primary combustor . The 
coal and preheated oxygen enriched air are mixed and combusted 
substoichiometri cally in the primary combustor in order to  control NO 
X 
levels . Due to the oxidant enrichment and preheat , the combus tion tem-
perature i s  sufficiently high to  ionize the combustion gases . While 
the combustion is being accomplished,  a recycled potassium compound is 
inj ected into  the primary combustor . The potassium compound , termed 
s eed , i s  added to increase the conductivity of the plasma . In this 
s tudy, potassium formate is  the s eed compound. Th� resulting plasma is  
then accelerated through the nozzle and enters the MHD generating chan-
nel at a high velocity . The superconducting magnet which surrounds the 
generating channel produces a high s trength s tat ionary magnetic field . 
As the high velocity plasma passes through the magnetic field , a direct 
current is generated t ransverse to  the direction of the moving plasma 
and the lines of force of the magnetic field . The direct current is 
pas sed to  the inverters where i t  is  changed to alternating current for 
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t ransmi ssion through the power distribution grid.  While the plasma is  
p roducing electrical energy , it is  losing thermal energy and eventually 
cools t o  the point where it  loses its electrical conductivity and 
becomes merely a hot flue gas . Once ·this happens , no more electrical 
energy can be recovered via the.generating channel .  Howeve r ,  the gas is  
s till very hot , in  excess of 3500°F ,  and is s till moving at  a high velo­
city .  A diffuser receives the gas as i t  exits  the generating channel 
and s lows the gas while s imul taneously recovering pressure. Because the 
combustor , nozzle , channel,  and diffuser are exposed to  high gas tem­
p eratures , their·walls require cooling by water s treams . The heat 
gained by these water s treams is utilized by the s team cy cle equipment 
as  explained la.ter.  
The heat and seed recovery system (HRSR) performs six crucial func­
t ions . Fi rst , it  provi des  extensive heat t ransfer surfaces for removing 
heat from the flue gas and providing that heat for use in power genera­
t ion cy cles and process s treams . The s econd function of  the HRSR sys tem 
i s  to p rovide sufficient residence time at elevated temperatures to per­
mit decompo sition of the nitrogen oxides contained in the flue gas. It s 
third function is t o  separate coal s lag from the flue gas . The fourth 
function is to provide a secondary combustor for completing combustion 
o f  the subs toichiometric flue gas . The f ifth task of the HRSR system is  
to  recover the potassium originally contained in  the seed. The final 
HRSR function is  sulfur removal . In the flue gas , potassium combines 
with sulfur and oxygen to form potas s ium sulfate which the HRSR recovers 
f rom the flue gas . 
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The process sequence f or the HRSR system begins with the radiant 
f urnace which receives the flue gas flow from the MHD topping cy cle dif­
fuser. The radiant furnace encloses sufficient volume to provide the 
required flue gas residence t ime at high enough temperature to accom­
p lis h decomposition of nitrogen oxide s .  The walls o f  the radiant 
furnace contain water tubes  which absorb heat from the f lue gas and pro­
duce s team which ultimately powers the plant ' s  s team driven equipment . 
The radiant furnace also accomplishes removal of mos t  of the coal s lag 
f rom the flue gas s tream. As it exi ts the radiant furnace , the f lue gas 
enters the s econdary co�bus tor where i t  is mixed with air and completes 
the combustion process .  Like the radiant furnace , the walls of the 
s econdary combustor will consist  of water walls which contribute to 
s team generation. After exiting the s econdary combus tor , the flue gas 
p asses over convective heat t ransfer surfaces which accomplish s team 
superheating and reheating as well as preheating of  the oxidant for the 
MHD cycle . As the f lue gas passes over these surfaces and cools , a 
large fraction of the potas sium sulfate condenses and i s  s eparated from 
the f lue gas . The potassium sulfate is  recovered and t ransported to  the 
s eed regeneration plant for processing� As the f lue gas exits the con­
vective heat transfer section , i t  is  divided into four s treams . One 
s tream passes through a heat exchanger and heats the nitrogen flow 
s tream intended for coal drying. Another s tream passes  through a second 
heat exchanger and heats the secondary combustion air . The third flue 
gas s tream provides the heat necessary for generating the low pressure 
s team required by the s eed regeneration process . The remaining f lue gas 
constitutes the fourth s tream which is passed through economizers to 
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p rovide heat for feedwater heat ing i n  the s team cycle . After exiting 
their .respective heat exchangers , the four flue gas s treams are recom­
bined and passed through an electros tatic precipitator which recovers 
the remaining potassium sulfate and ash from the flue gas . The recov­
e red potassium sulfate i s  transported to the seed regeneration plant 
f or processing. Upon exiting the electros tatic precipitator , the flue 
gas is divided into two s treams . One s tream is diverted to the seed 
regeneration plant for the purpose of drying the reprocessed potass ium 
f ormate seed . The other s tream p roceeds directly to  the s tack where it  
i s  rej oined by the diverted s tream with its added mois ture. The flue 
gas is then released to the atmosphere as i t  exits the s tack. 
The s team bottoming cycle utiliz es thermal energy recovered from 
the HRSR equipment and the MHD topping cycle to produce mechani cal shaf t 
power whi ch is  then used to  generate electric power and to drive the MHD 
cycle oxidant compres sor as well as the oxygen plant comp ressor .  The 
equipment which comprises the s team cycle consists  of the s team turbines 
which drive the electricity generator , the MHD oxidant compressor , and 
the oxygen plant compressor; the condenser which receives the low 
pressure , low temperature s team exhausted f rom the turbines; the feed­
water heaters which use extraction s team f rom the turbines for heating 
the f eedwater; the s team drum; the cooling water pass ages in the MHD 
t opping cycle equipment which p rovi de additional feedwater heating and 
s ome s team generation; and finally the heat trans fer surfaces contained 
i n  the HRSR equipment which provide s team generation,  superheating and 
reheating , as well as s ome feedwater heating. There are four general 
p rocess s teps which comprise the steam cycle . They are condense spent 
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s team, heat feedwater , generate s team, and expand s team. Low temr 
p erature , low pressure turbine exhaus t s team is piped to the condenser . 
The condensate {or feedwater) produced in the condenser is  then directed 
t o  a s eries of feedwater heaters which provide incremental increases in 
f eedwater temperature . The source of heat for the feedwater heaters is 
s team extract ed from different stages of the electric power turbine . 
The feedwater heaters are designated as low pressure if  located upstream 
of the boiler feed pump ,  and high pressure if located downs tream of the 
boiler feed pump . Additional feedwater heating i s  accomplished in the 
waterwalls of the MHD channel and in the economiz ers located in the HRSR 
system. Steam generation is divided into the phases  of initial genera­
t ion , superheating , and reheating. Initial generation takes place in 
the cooling passages in the walls of the MHD cycle combus tor , noz zl e ,  
and diffuser a s  well a s  the cooling passages which form the walls o f  the 
radiant furnace and the s econdary combustor which are located in the 
HRSR sys�em. The heated feedwater enters these passages and approxi­
mately twenty percent of this water turns to  s team by the time it  
reaches the s team drum. In the s team drum,  the s team and the water are 
s eparated . The water i s  recirculated through the cooling passages for 
additional s team generation. The s team is  directed to  the superheater , 
located after the secondary combustor , for additional heating.  From the 
superheater the s team enters the turbines and begins the expansion s tage 
in which the pressure and thermal energy of the s team is . converted into 
mechanical shaft power . After traversing the high pressure s ection of 
the electric power turbine , the s team is returned to the HRSR system and 
enters the reheater where it absorbs additional thermal energy before 
returning to .  the electri c power turbine and entering the intermediate 
pressure section. After the intermediate pressure s ection , the s team 
encounters the low pressure s ection from which i t  is  discharged to  the 
condenser and begins the cycle again. The compressor turbines are 
s imilar except that they have only one s ection each ,  and their s team 
s upplies are not reheated. 
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Po tassium s eed regeneration is  an absolute necessity for MHD power 
generation to  be commercially viable . Previous s tudies have established 
that s eed regeneration is  preferable to scrubber . technology due to e co­
nomi c  and efficiency considerations . The initial cos t of potassium com­
pounds such as potassium carbonate and potassium formate dictates the 
need for potassium recycling. For this reason , a s eed regeneration 
system is  an integral part of the plant . The formate  process  is  
employed to accomplish regeneration of the potassium s eed . Po tassium 
s ulf ate recovered from the f lue gas by the HRSR equipment is fed to  the 
s eed regeneration plant which converts it to potassium formate . There 
a re s ix maj or s teps associated with the formate regeneration process . 
The first s tep is  to gasify coal in order to  produce carbon monoxide for 
- the formate reaction. This is  accomplished by f eeding coal , preheated 
c ompressed air , and water to  a pressurized gasifier which produces a 
product gas which is fed to  the formate reactor . The s econd s tep is to 
d issolve the recovered potassium sulfate in water and mix i t  with 
unslaked lime . The resulting s lu rry is then heated and fed to the for­
mate reactor . St ep three is  accomplished in the formate reactor when 
the s lurry and product gas react to produce potas sium formate and gy p­
s um. The fourth process s tep i s  to  filter the gy psum from the formate 
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product stream. In the fifth step, water is removed from the formate 
product stream . The sixth and final step consists  of reheating the 
potassium formate stream until the formate becomes molten . Thi s permit s  
filtering out any remaining potass ium sulfate because i t  remains in the 
solid state . The potassium formate is then returned to the MHD cycle 
for use as seed . 
This chapter has provided a brief overview of each of the four 
major plant sys tems . It  has also provided a general description of the 
system interfaces . The next chapter pre sent s an overview of the plant 
model. It is followed by chapter s which explain the details of each 
sys tem model as well as how to use the complete model code . 
CHAPTER III 
MODEL STRUCTURE AND CAPABILITIES 
This chapter describes the general s tructure and capabilities of 
SYSTEMS I II as revised in June 19 84. SYSTEMS III is  a special purpose 
program for analyzing the process  performance of a p ·otential commercial 
prototype central s tation power plant . This plant , as described in 
Chapter I I ,  employs a coal f ired , full  s lag carryover ,  oxygen enriched 
MHD topping cycle which is coupled with a conventional , regenerative , 
superheated s team bottoming cy cle . In i ts present f orm, SYSTEMS III is 




NASA SP-273*  
PRE STO I I  
4 Pr ogram COAL i s  the f irs t program executed during a plant perfor-
mance analy sis by SY STEMS III .  COAL i s  a data t ransformation program 
which prepares an input data f ile for the NASA SP-273 program and select 
i nput data values f or the S INGH program. The program user provides 
the following data input to COAL . 
1 .  Coal proximate analy sis (ASTM D317 2) . 
2 .  ·eoal ultimate analy sis (ASTM D317 6) . 
3 .  Coal ash analysis (ASTM D317 4) . 
4 .  Higher heating value o f  dry coal (ASTM D3286) . 
*NASA SP-273 was modified at  UTSI to  calculate the electric 
t ransport property per Frost3 , and to  provide the means for specifying 
combustor heat loss . 
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5 .  "As fired" coal moisture content . 
6 .  MHD combus tor heat loss . 
7. Stoichiometric ratio for MHD primary combus tion.  
8 .  Enriching oxygen content of  MHD primary oxidant . 
9 .  Preheat t emperature o f  MHD primary oxidant . 
10.  Pe rcent potas sium in total plasma flow .  
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Us ing the above information , COAL performs a series of calculations 
as explained by Woodring4• As a result of these calculations, COAL is  
able to output the chemical composition , relative proportions , and pre­
heat temperatures of the coal , potassium seed , and oxidant which are fed 
t o  the MHD combus tor .  The combus tor heat loss is als o included in this 
output. The format in which COAL prints this data is precisely that 
required for the input data f ile read by the NASA SP-273 program. COAL 
also prints out values for the following parameters required by SINGH : 
1 .  Hi gher heating value o f  dried coal . 
2 .  Mois ture content of "as f ired" coal. 
3 .  Pe rcent of MHD oxidant that i s  air. 
4. Pe rcent of MHD oxidant that is pure oxygen . 
5. Fraction of  fuel input that is potas s ium seed .  
6 .  MHD combus tor heat loss per unit mass  o f  dried coal flow . 
7. Sulfur content of dried coal . 
In its present form, COAL is  run independently and the program user 
mus t  prepare the input files used by NASA SP- 273 and SINGH. The use of 
COAL as a part of SYSTEMS III is one of the additions implemented by the 
current revision of SYSTEMS III . 
1 9  
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DESIGN3 i s  the second program executed during a plant performance 
analysis by SYSTEMS III .  DESIGN3 i s  a program which designs an MHD 
generating channel .  It provides the user with a wide range o f  options 
f or specifying channel conditions , characteristics , and restraints . 
The following constitutes a general list of parameters addressed: 
1 .  Channel mass flow. 
2 .  Plasma thermodynaudc and ele ctric properties . 
3 .  Channel geometry . 
4 .  Magnetic field distribution and maximum strength . 
S. Electri cal loading. 
6. Electrical operating restraints . 
7 .  Gas dynamics cons iderations . 
The detailed use of DESIGN3 has been documented by wu5• Normally , the 
des ign of a generating channel using DESIGN3 requires several program 
exe cutions before the user has s atisfactorily balanced all t he signifi-
cant considerations and specified a reasonably efficient channel .  The 
f inal channel design serves as a reference channel for the SYSTEMS III 
plant analy sis . The following parameters from the DESIGN3 output file 
are included in the input f ile f or SINGH: 
1 .  Plasma Mach number a t  channel entrance . 
2 .  Ratio o f  channel exit area t o  entrance area . 
3 .  Maximum magnetic field s trength .  
4 .  Channel length. 
S. Channel entrance area . 
6 .  Plasma mas s flow rate. 
7 .  Generator channel efficiency. 
8 .  Generat ing channel enthalpy extract ion. 
9 .  St at ic pres sure a t  channel exit .  
A s  explained in Chapter IV, SINGH uses these reference channel parame-
t ers to extrapolate the performance of s imilarly des igned generat or 
channels which must  acco mmodate d ifferent plasma mas s flow rates . In 
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its  present form, DESIGN3 is exe cuted independently and the program user 
mus t  prepare the input f ile required by SINGH . The use of DESIGN3 in 
the plant performance analy s is does not cons t itute a new development for 
SYSTEMS I II .  
The third phase o f  plant performance analy s is by SYSTEMS III con-
s is t s  of the sequent ial exe cution of NASA SP-2 73 , S INGH , and PRESTO I I .  
The ma in program o f  NASA SP-2736 begins the sequence by read ing and 
s toring the input data generated by COAL . Af ter this is accomp lished , 
NASA SP-273 relinqu ishes program exe cut ion cont rol to S INGH which , tech-
n ically , is a subrout ine of NASA SP-273.  SINGH f irst reads values for 
the var iables l isted in Table 4-2 ( s ee Chapter IV) . SINGH then executes 
it s program code wh ich mode ls the proces s performance of the MHD topp ing 
cy cle , the seed regenerat ion plant , and the heat and seed re covery 
s ystem (HRSR) . As it p erforms calculat ions for the MHO topp ing cycle 
and the HRSR sy stem, S INGH calls other NASA SP-273 subrout ine s which 
p rovide plasma/f lue ga s thermodynamic propert ies for seve ral s tat e 
p o int s. After HRSR mode l cal culat ions are completed , S INGH calls PRESTO 
I I  which models the s team cy cle based upon input data provided by S INGH .  
PRESTO I I7 '8 is a computer code for analy zing the performance of regen-
erat ive , superheated s team turbine cy cles at valves �ide-open des ign 
2 1  
f low . At the conclusion of PRESTO I I  exe cution ,  SINGH completes the 
p lant performance analy sis by calculating the overall plant efficiency .  
Before closing this chapter , a few words about energy los s con­
s ide rat ions are in order. This model a ccount s for major heat and equip­
ment effi ciency losses . The MHD topping cy cle and the s team cy cle 
mode ls es timate los ses associat ed with fluid flow through heat 
exchangers and piping. The seed regenerat ion mode l and the HRSR sy stem 
mode l do not address energy los ses associated with fluid flow.  The 
losses whi ch are calculated by the model are des cribed in the following 
three chapters or addressed in the references mentioned in thos e 
chapters . 
CHAPTER IV 
MHD TOPPING CYCLE 
The MHD topping cycle is  the firs t  plant system modeled during exe­
cution of the SYSTEMS III program. Fi gure 4- 1 is a diagram of the 
topping cy cle process as modeled by SYSTEMS III . The proces s s teps 
which constitute the topping cycle model cons ist of the following : 
1 .  Produce oxygen from ambient air . 
2 .  Blend the oxygen with ambient air t o  produce an oxygen 
enriched MHD oxidant . 
3 .  Compres s the MHD oxidant . · 
4 .  Preheat the MHD oxidant . 
5 .  Pulverize coal . 
6 .  Dry the pulverized coal . 
7 Inj ect coal , oxidant, and potassium seed into the MHD cornr 
bus tor . 
8.  Combus t the coal , oxidant , and seed mixture subs toichiometri­
cally to produce a high temperature plasma . 
9 .  Accelerate the plasma into the MHD electric power generation 
channel .  
10 . Generate D . C . electric power and invert to A . C .  
1 1 .  De celerate the plasma i n  the diffuser . 
12 . Cool the walls of the combus tor , noz z le ,  MHD power generation 
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Subroutine SINGH contains the algori thms which model these process 
s teps . This chapter i s  devoted to a des cription of both the form and 
the basis  of these algorithms . As a process model , SINGH has four 
distinct obj ectives: 
1 .  Calculate mas s  flow rates for process flow-s treams . 
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2 .  Calculate energy transfers , equipment energy requirement s ,  and 
electri cal energy production quantities . 
3 .  Calculate s elect thermodynamic properties for s pecified 
p rocess f low s treams. 
4 .  Calculate s elect geometric dimensions for specified cycle 
equipment . 
The f ollowing description of the topping cy cle algorithms contained in 
S INGH is presented in two s egments . The first part addres ses calcula­
t ion of process mass f lows while the s econd addresses energy calcula­
t ions as well as computation of the thermodynami c properties and 
geomet rical dimensions . This  presentation format parallels the S INGH 
execution sequence. 
Before beginning the topping cy cle model description , a word about 
variables is in order. SINGH uses a large number of variables t o  model 
the MHD topping cycle. An attemp t to  fully explain each of these 
variables in the t ext would be extremely tedious and would likely con­
f ound the reader. The f ollowing presentat ion explains variables only to 
the extent necessary to clearly describe the functioning of the model 
as i t  works to achieve its  four previously s tated object ives . Appendix 
A contains a listing o f  subroutine SINGH which includes comment s tate­
ments containing definitions of  variables . For detailed explanations of 
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those va riables whose  source is  the o riginal NASA SP-27 3 ,  the reader is 
6 di rected to the manual by Gordon and McBride • 
The MHD topping cycle mass f lows modeled by SINGH a re depi cted in 
Figu re 4-1 and described in Table 4-1 . SINGH begins its execution by 
reading input values fo r ce rtain topping cycle va riables . These 
va riables a re named and defined in Table 4-2 . The fi rst  mass flow 
calculated by SINGH is  the flow of  d ried coal {MCT02 ,  lbm/h r) to  the MHD 
combusto r. To accomplish this , SINGH fi rst  uses the desi red net 
elect rical output {P OUT , Watts )  and the estimated efficiency {EFF , %) of 
the combined MHD and s team cycles to compute the thermal input {THIN , 
B tu/h r) requi red f rom coal . The coal refe rred to  he re does not include 
that requi red by the s eed regene ration plan t. The  algo rithm has the 
fo rm: 
THIN= P OUT*3 .41 29/ {EFF/ 1 00. ) 
The highe r heating value {HCC , Btu/lbm) o f  dry coal i s  then used w ith 
THIN to  calculate the requ ired f low rate of d ried coal {MCT 02 ,  lbm/h r) 
to  the MHD combusto r. 
MCTO 2 = TH IN/HCC 
The mass flow rate of "as re ce ived" coal (M CTOl, lbm/hr) is the next 
quantity calculated. This  calculation requi res specif icat ion of the "as 
rece ived '" mois ture content {M OISAR, % )  of the coal as well as the "as 
f i red " moisture content {M OISAF , % )  of the coal. These t wo moisture 
contents a re used to calculate the moistu re resto ration facto r {M OISRF , 
dimensionless )  as follows : 
MI OSRF = {{M OISAR* {{lOO.-M OISAF) / {1 00. -M OISAR) ) �OISAF) 
+1 00. ) / 1 00. 
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Ta ble 4 -1 .  Proce ss Mass Flo ws for MHD To pping Cycle. 
Vari able 
Description Name Al.gori tina 
Co al from stockpile to pulverizer s MCTO l 
Dried coal to MHD combustor MCT02 
Ambient  air to MHD compre ssor MAT03 
Ambient air to air se para tion plant MAT04 
Oxygen from air se para tion plant MOTOS 
Oxygen enriched air to MHD compre ssor MOAT06 
Oxygen enriched air to air hea ter MOAT07 
Oxygen enriched air to MHD combustor MOAT08 
Ni trogen and argon f rom air se paration MNAT09 
Ni trogen and argon relea sed to a tmo sphere MNATlO  
Ni trogen and argon f or co al drying MNATl l  
Ni trogen and argon for coal drying MNAT1 2  
MCT02*MOISRF 
THIN/HCC 
( PCTA/lOO. ) *MOAT08 
MOTOS/ 0 . 232  
(PCTO/ lOO. ) *MOAT08 
MOAT08 
MOAT08 
OF*MCT02/ ( 1 . -SFLO) 
MAT04 - MOTOS 
MNAT09 -MNAT1 1  
1 . 2 S* QWVT1 3/ ( 250. 0*0 . 2 44) 
















Table 4 -1 ( Continued) 
Ste am 
No. Descr1ft1on 
T l 3  Ni trogen , argon , and moi sture from coal 
T l 4  Po tassium seed to MHD combustor 
T IS Pl asma to MHD ch annel 
T l 6  Pl asma to MHD diffuser 





MPTl S  
MPT1 6  
MFGT17  
Alaorithm 
MNATl l + MCTO l - MCT02 
SFLO*MCT02/ ( l .-SFLO) 
MCT02 + MKT14  + MOAT08 
MPTl S  






















Table 4-2 .  Varia bles for which Value s are Read by SINGH. 
Description 
Desired ne t e lectric po wer ou tpu t from plan t 
Es tima ted ne t effic�ency of plan t 
Hi gher heating value of dried coal 
Mois ture con tent ( by wei gh t) of "as received" coal 
Mois ture content (by weigh t) of "as f ired" coa l 
Percen t of MHD o xidant f lo w  tha t  i s  air 
Percent of MHD o xidant f low tha t  is pure o xygen 
Fraction of fue l inpu t  tha t  is po tassium seed 
MHD combus tor o perating pressure 
Tempe rature of o xidan t enriched air a t  combus tor inle t 
Hea t  loss  f ro m  combus tor to coo ling water per uni t 
















Pro gram COAL 
Coa l Proxima te 
Analys is  
Pro gram COAL 
Pro gram COAL 
Pro gram COAL 
Pro gram COAL 
User S pecified 
User S pecified 
Pro gram COAL 
N 
00 











Plasma Mach No. at channel entrance 
Ratio of reference channel exit area to entrance area 
Ma xi mum magnetic field strength 
Inverter efficiency 
Length of reference channel 
Entrance area of reference channel 
Reference generating channel mass flow 
G EF Fractional generator efficiency of reference channel 
HF Fractional enthal py extraction of reference channel 
P STAT Static pressure at reference channel exit 
xs Weight fraction of dried coal that is sulfur 
XS AR Weight fraction of "as received" coal that is sulfur 
Units Source 
Program DESIGN 3 
Program DESIGN 3 
Tesla Program DESIGN 3 
% User S pecified 
Meters Program DESIGN 3 
Sq M Program DESIGN 3 
lbm/hr Program DESIGN 3 
Program DESIGN 3 
Program DESIGN 3 
A TM  Progra m DESIGN 3 
Program COAL 













Wei ght fraction of "as recei ved" coal that is  ash 
Secondary combustion air temperat ure at secondary 
combustor inlet 
Stoichiometric ratio for MHD combustor 
Steam enthalpy at Superheater e xit  






Coa l  Ult imate 
Analy sis 
User Specified 






The development of the above equation begins by consider ing a mass of 
100 pounds of "as fired " or dried coal . Of this 100 pounds , MOIS AF 
pounds is the amount of moisture contained in the mass and ( 100. ­
MOIS AF) pounds is  the amount o f  other coal material . Similarly , a 100 
pound mass of "as re ceived " coal contains MOISAR pounds of moisture and 
( 100. -MOISAR) pounds of other coal material . The "as re ceived ·· mass 
will contain less coal material than the "as fired " -mass . The coal 
material content of the "as re ceived " coal has to be in creased by a fa c­
tor of 
( 100. -MOIS AF) /100. -MOISAR) 
t o  make it  equal to the coal material content of the "as fired " coal . 
Sin ce moisture content and coal material content of a given mass are 
proportional , MOISAR must also be in creased by the same factor .  
MOISAR* ( ( 100. -MOIS AF) / ( 100. -MOISAR) ) 
The quantity of moisture whi ch must be removed from the enlarged "as 
re ceived " mass  in order t o  yield a 100 pound mass of "as fired '" coal is  
expressed as : 
MOISAR* ( (lOO. -MOIS AF) / ( 100. -MOISAR) ) �OIS AF) 
The total mass of "as r ece ived "  coal n ecessa ry to yield 100 po unds of as 
f ired coal is then expressed as the sum of  the mo isture removed plus 1 00 
pounds . 
(MOISAR* ( 1 00. -MOIS AF) / ( 100. -MOISAR) ) �OIS AF)+l00. 
Dividing the above expression by 100 y ields the dimensionless value for 
MOISRF . Using MOISRF and MCT02, SINGH cal culates the mass f low rate of 
"as re ce ived " coal (MCTO l ) . 
MCT0 1 = MCT0 2*MOISRF 
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At this point , SINGH call s data and subroutines from the NASA SP-2736 
program for the purpose of s pecify ing combus tion conditions for the MHD 
primary combus tor. The p rogram execut ion de tai ls can be obtained by 
reviewing the reference cited for the NASA SP- 273  program. 
The oxidant flow rate ( MOAT08 ,  lbm/hr) is the next quant ity to be 
computed by SINGH. Th is calculat ion requires the oxidant to fuel ratio 
(OF) which was calculated during the preceding call for NASA SP- 273 
subrou tines . The fract ion of the fuel input consis t ing of potas s i um 
s eed ( S FLO) is also required for calculat ing MOAT0 8.  
MOAT0 8 = OF*MCT02/ ( l . -SFLO) 
SINGH cont inues by calculating the following quant it ies : 
Amb ient a ir to the MHD compressor ( MAT0 3 ,  lbm/h r ) . 
Oxy gen for enri ching MHD combus t ion air (MOTOS , lbm/hr) . 
Ambient a ir to air separation plant ( MAT04,  lbm/hr) . 
Ni trogen and argon exhausted from a ir separat ion plant (M NAT0 9,  
lbm/hr ) .  
Mo isture to be removed f rom s tockpiled coal ( MWVT1 3 ,  lbm/hr) . 
The algorithms for the above quantit ies are s traigh tforward and are 
pre sented in Table 4- 1. 
At this point , SINGH mus t determine how much of the air separat ion 
p lant �s n itrogen and argon effluent will be used for coal drying . 
Fo r mulation of the algori t hms neces sary to make this det ermination 
requi �ed some assump tions and analysis . Fi rs t ,  it was neces sary to 
e s timate an init ial temperature of the s tockpiled coal and its moisture . 
The ambient temperature for the plant evaluation was assumed to be 80°F 
( 540 °R , 3 00K) . It was also necess ary to specify a t emperature for the 
heated moisture . Based on the example of another MHD/ s team plant 
s tudy
9 , 1 50°F ( 6 10° R ,  3 39K) was s elected as the temperature to which 
the moisture mus t  be heated in order to drive it f rom the coal . At 
80°F the moisture is assume d t o  be a s aturated liquid . At 1 50°F the 
mois ture i s  assumed to  be a s aturated vapor . These assump tions are 
conservative and they insure that the calculated heat requirement for 
coal drying will be sufficient . Using the 1 967 ASME Steam Tables10 , 
the heat required to  raise the t emperature of one pound of moisture 
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f rom the s aturated liquid s tate at 80°F to the saturated vapor s tate at 
1 50°F was found to  be 1 078  Btu .  The heat (QWVT1 3 ,  Btu/hr)  required to 
r aise the temperature of the excess  mois ture contained in the "as 
received" coal could then be expressed as : 
QWVT1 3 = 1 078 . *MWFT1 3 .  
The above calculation i s  performed by S INGH. The next s tep in the 
analysis required specification of the t emperature to which the drying 
gas must be heated . Based upon the result s of a previous MHD/ s team 
p lant s tudy 1 1  conducted at UTSI , flue gas at temperatures less than 
7 00°F ( 1 1 60°R ,  644K) is  of negligible value to either the s team cy cle or 
the primary oxidant heating process . Flue gas cooler than 700°F is  
therefore an excellent s ource of heat for coal drying. Al lowing a tem-
p erature differential of 1 00°F across the heat exchanger ,  the flue gas 
can heat the drying gas to a temperature of 6 00°F ( 1 060°R , 589K) . A 
1 2  s tandard reference on coal fired power plants s tates that some com-
mercially avai lable pulverizers are capable of receiving dry ing gases 
as  hot as 6 50°F ( 1 1 10°R , 6 1 7K) . Thus , 6 00°F was chosen as the tern-
p erature to whi ch the drying gas will be heated . The ni trogen and 
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argon gas  is  assumed to cool to  1 50°F during the coal drying process . 
It is  also assumed that only 80% of the heat released from cooling the 
drying gas will actually contribute to moisture removal . The remaining 
2 0% of the heat is assumed to heat the coal i tself . It is further 
a ssumed that the coal cools back to the ambient temperature while 
s tored in a charging hopper. Thus , that fraction of the heat released 
by the drying gas is ultimately lost to the atmosphere . From Re ynolds 
and Pe rkins 1 3 , approximately 1 00 Btu are released by each pound of 
nitrogen as it cools from 600°F to 1 50°F . Because argon cons titutes 
s uch a small fraction of the drying gas , the gas was idealized as pure 
nitrogen when calculating thermodynamic properties . Based on the pre-
ceding information ,  the algorithm developed to calculate the required 
mass  flow of nitrogen and argon dr.ying gas (MNATl l ,  lbm/hr)  takes the 
f orm: 
MKT1 4  = SFLO*MCT0 2/ ( 1 . -SFLO) 
The potassium formate seed i s  a combination of recycled seed and make-up 
s eed. The relative amounts of recycle and make-up seed are calculated 
a s  described in Chapter V.  
At this point SINGH i s  able to  calculate the mass f low rate of 
p lasma t o  the MHD channel (MPT1 5 ,  lbm/hr ) which is s imply the sum of 
dry coal to  the combustor (MCT02) , oxidant to the combus tor (MOAT08) , 
and potas sium formate s eed to  the combus tor (MKT1 4) . Because there are 
no mass losses from the plasma s ide of the MHD channel and diffuser 
during s teady s tate operation , the values for plasma to the diffuser 
(MPT1 6 ,  lbm/hr) and flue gas to the HRSR equipment (MFGT1 7 ,  lbm/hr)  are 
equal to  MPT1 5 and are not s eparately calculated by SINGH. At this 
point , the determination of t opping cycle mass flows , as depicted in 
F i gure 4-1 (page 23) , i s  complete.  
The remainder of this chapter addresses the energy requirements ,  
energy production , and energy los ses associated wi th the MHD topping 
cycle . The presentation includes description of the algori thms which 
calculate required thermodynamic properties and component geometry. 
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Each maj or equipment component is  considered indivi dually and the order 
of presentation parallels the S INGH execution s equence . Table 4-3 pre-
s ents a list  of the key energy quantities developed in this section. 
The t able includes definitions , algorithms , units ,  and variable names 
f or the subj ect quantities . 
The air separation plant (ASP) model was developed from information 
14 provided by Lotepro Corporation • The process model is  essentially a 
black box which receives air at ambient temperature and pressure and 
d ischarges an oxygen product s tream as well as an effluent s tream com-
posed of ni trogen and argon. Both the product s tream and the effluent 
s tream are discharged at ambient temperature and pres sure . Because all 
i ncoming and outgoing mass  flows are at ambient temperature and pres-
s ure , there is no net energy transfer among them. The only energy 
required.by the ASP is that required to power the plant equipment 
( POWERO , MW). A process air compressor and a cold box cons titute the 
maj or plant equipment and both are powered by a s team driven turbine . 
According t o  the Lotepro report , the plant energy requirement is 203. 5 
kilowatt  hours per ton of oxygen produced. This information was used to 
develop the algorithm for POWERO which is presented in Table 4-3 . In 
this model ,  POWERO is  the power delivered by the turbine shaft .  The 
Table 4-3.  Energy Quantities for MHD Topping cycle . 
Description Var_!able Algorithm 
He at required to remove mois ture from coal 
Shaft power required from ASP turbine 
Shaft power delivered to oxidant compressor 
Heat gained by oxidant during compression 
Energy lost during comp ression process 
Heat added to oxidant in HRSR heat exchanger 
Energy transported into combustor by oxidant 
El ectric power required by pulverizers and 
d ry ing fans 
Heat gained by N2 and Ar dry ing gas in HRSR 
Dry ing gas heat los t  to coal and atmosphere 
Heat retained by coal dry ing ga s 
Energy required to decompose potassium formate 
Heat lost from combustor to  cooling water 








QNAT 1 2  
QLCDT 
QNAT1 3 
QKT 1 4  
QLCOMB 
1 07 8 . *MWVT1 3 
1 01 . 7 5*MOT05 
See text pg.  39  
See text pg. 40  
PCOMP - 0. 2 9 3 1*QOAT07  
See text pg . 4 1  
QOAT07 + QHEOAT 
7*MCT0 1 
1 3 1*MNAT 1 1  
0. 2 5  �T1 3 
QNAT1 2 - �T1 3 - QLCDT 
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Btu/h r  








Table 4-3 (Continued ) 
Descripion Variable Algorithm 
Kinetic energy and heat t ransported from EQKTl S 
combustor bf plasma 
Unreleased chemical energy transported f rom ECT l S  
combustor by plasma 
DC elect ric power developed by the MHD channel PEXM 
AC electric power to grid from channel POUTM 
Plasma energy lost to channel cooling water QLMHD 
a s  heat 
Ki netic energy and heat t ransported from channel EQKT 1 6  
by plasma 
To tal energy transported from channel by plasma ETT 1 6  
Electri c power required t o  operate the PMAG 
s uperconducting magnet 
Heat los t  from plasma to diffuser cooling water QLDIF 
Total energy transported from diffuser by flue gas ETT 1 7  
Ki netic energy and sensible heat transported from EQKT1 7 
d iffuser by flue gas 
(HSUM( l ) -HSUM( S) ) 
* 1 . 8*R*MPT1 5 
THIN + QOAT08 
-QKT1 4-EQKT1 5 
(HSUM( l )-HSUM( S) ) *R 
*1 . 8* . 2 9 3l*HFF*MPT15 
CEFFI*PEXM 
(PEXM* 3 .  41 2 9* 
( 1 . -GEFF) ) /GEFF 
EQKT15-( PEXM* 3 . 41 2 9) 
- QLMHD 
EQKT1 6+ECT15 
See Text pg . 49 
See Text pg. 49 
ETT16 - QLDIF 
ETT17 - ECTlS 
Unit s  
Btu/hr 
Btu/hr 
Wat t s  











The s team cycle model ,  presented in Chapter VI , calculates the s team flow 
required by the turbine . 
The MHD oxidant compressor i s  assumed to  be an axial , multistage , 
turbine driven machine without intercooling. Whether or not inter­
coolers should be used f or this  particular application is  an unre­
s olved question. On one hand , intercoolers are expensive and the oxi­
dant will have to be reheated anyway . On the other hand , intercooling 
reduces the energy required for oxidant compre ssion ,  and low tem­
p erature flue gas is available for oxidant preheating. A final resolu­
t ion of this question requires a s econd law thermodynamic analysis  as 
well as a detailed cost analysis . Both of these analyses are beyond 
the s cope of this work , and this s tudy assumes intercoolers will not be 
used . 
The compressor model calculates shaft power required to drive the 
compressor , the temperature of the oxidant as it  is  discharged from the 
compressor ,  and the heat gained by the oxidant during the compression 
p rocess .  The oxygen enriched air enters the compressor suction s ide at 
ambient temperature and pressure , and is  compressed to a s pecified 
discharge pressure (POAT0 7 ,  p sia) . During the compression , the oxidant 
i s  assumed t o  behave as a perfect gas . SINGH calculates POAT07 from the 
f ollowing expression : 
POAT0 7 = 1 4. 7*PRINT+ 1 5 .  
PRINT i s  the operating pressure of  the MHD combustor.  It is  s pecified 
i n  atmospheres and its value i s  read f rom the input data file . The 1 5  
p s i  term is  added to  PRINT to  account for friction losses accumulated 
f rom the HRSR heat exchanger and the interconnecting piping between the 
compressor exi t  and the combustor entrance . From Hans en1 5 , the 
compres sor power requirement can be es timated by the following 
expression :  
- 1 ] /n 
where Power = shaft power delivered to  compressor (horsepower ) 
P l  = oxidant pressure at compressor entrance (p sia) 
P2 oxidant pressure at compressor exi t  (psia)  
V1 oxidant f low volume at compressor entrance ( cfm) 
y = ratio of  oxidant s pecific heats (i . e . Cp/Cv ) 
n = compressor isentropic efficiency 
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A modified f orm of the above equation is used by S INGH to  calculate the 
shaft power (PCOMP , Wat t s )  which mus t be developed by the turbine to  
drive the oxidant compres sor. P1 is the ambient pressure and has a 
value of 1 4. 7  psia . P2 i s  the previously defined POAT0 7 .  VI is  repre-
s ented in S INGH by AFLOV which i s  calculated from MOAT08 and the fact 
that one pound of air o ccupies 1 3 . 5 6  cubic feed at 80°F and 1 
atmosphere . 
AFLOV = 1 3. 5 6*MOAT08/ 60.  
The value for  y is  1 . 4  and consequently , the value for y / ( 1  - y)  is  3 . 5 .  
The value for ( y  - 1 ) /y i s  0. 2 86.  According t o  Chapman1 6 , 0 . 8 9  i s  a 
reasonable e stimate for compressor efficiency . The resulting expression 
f or PCOMP becomes : 
PCOMP = 3 . 2 5* 1 4 . 7*AFLOV* 3 . 5  
* ( ( (POAT0 7/ 1 4. 7 ) **0 . 28 6 ) - 1 ) /0 . 8 9  
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The temperature of the oxidant as it  exits the compressor (TOAT07 ,  
0R) i s  calculated from the following expression from Hansenl S: 
(y  - 1 )  
T2 = Tl ( P2/P l ) y 
where T l  = oxidant temperature at compressor entrance ( 0R) 
T2 = oxidant temperature at compressor exit  ( 0R) for i sentropic 
process 
P 1 , P2 and · y remain as previously defined 
For the oxidant compressor model T1 i s  540°R , P1 is 1 4. 7  psia , T2 is  
TOAT07 ,  P2 i s  POAT0 7 ,  and y is 1 . 4 .  T2 i s  the outlet temperature calcu-
lated for an i sentropic proces s , but the compressor is  not an isentropic 
machine . Therefore , TOAT07 will actually be greater than T2 • To pro-
vide a better estimate for the value of  TOAT0 7 ,  the preceding expression 
f or T2 i s  divided by the compressor isentropic efficiency . The result-
ing algorithm f or TOAT07 ,  as used in S INGH , become s : 
TOAT0 7 = ( 540. * (POAT0 7/ 1 4. 7 ) **0. 2 86) /0 . 8 9  
S INGH next calculates the rate a t  which heat is  transferred t o  the 
oxidant (QOAT0 7 ,  Btu/hr)  as i t  undergoes compression. The following 
algorithm i s  based on Van Wylenl 7  and the fact that the oxidant is 
i dealized as a perfect gas : 
QOAT07 = MOAT08* ( 1 . 1 875E-05* ( (TOAT07**2) -( 540. **2) ) 
+ 0. 2 24( TOAT0 7-540. ) )  
S INGH calculates the energy lost during the compression process  (ELOCT , 
B tu/hr)  as the difference of PCOMP minus 0. 2 93 l*QOAT07 .  
After exi ting the compressor , the oxidant passes through a heat 
exchanger in the HRSR section.  This heat exchanger transfers heat from 
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the flue gas to the oxidant in order to raise the temperature of the 
oxidant to the value required for entering the combustor (TAIC ,K) . 
S INGH reads the value of TAlC from the input data file . From Van 
1 7  Wylen , the rate at which heat i s  added t o  the oxidant flow in the heat 
exchanger ( QHEOAT , Btu/hr) can be calculated f rom the f ollowing 
algorithm:  
QHEOAT = MOAT08* ( 1 . 1 875E- 05* ( ( (TAIC( 1 . 8 ) **2 ) 
- .(TOAT07**2)  )+. 2 24* ( (TAIC* 1 .  8 ) -TOAT07) ) 
After calculating QHEOAT from the above expression , S INGH calculates the 
t otal amount of heat entering the combustor with the oxidant flow 
( QOAT08 ,  Btu/hr) . QOAT08 i s  calculat ed as the sum of  QOAT07 and QHEOAT . 
The requirements for pulveriz ing and drying coal include pulver-
i z ers for reducing coal particle s ize , a drying gas which vaporizes and 
t ransports the moisture , and fans to move the drying gas through the 
coal particles . This model assumes the pulverizers and fans are driven 
by electric power.  From Babcock and Wilcox 1 2 , the electric power 
required to  operate pulverizers and f ans can be es timated as 1 4  kilowatt 
hours per t on of coal input . S INGH calculates the electric power 
required t o  drive the pulverizers and f ans (PPFT , watt s )  as f ollows : 
PPFT = 7 . *MCT0 1 
As p reviously discussed , the drying gas is  a portion of the nitro-
gen and argon effluent (MNAT 1 1 )  f rom the air s eparation plant . The 
nitrogen and argon effluent exits  the air s eparation plant at ambient 
temperature and pressure . It i s  then passed through an HRSR heat 
exchanger where it receives heat f rom f lue gas . During this heat 
t ransfer process the temperature of the drying gas increases f rom its  
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initial ambient value of 80°F to a f inal value of 600°F . From Reynolds 
1 3  and Pe rkins , the heat gained per pound o f  drying gas will be 1 3 1  
B tu/ lbm. Accordingly , SINGH calculates the heat transferred to the 
drying gas {QNAT1 2 ,  Btu/hr)  as : 
QNAT 1 2  = 1 3 1 . *MNAT 1 1 
When the drying gas mixes with the coal , its  heat content is  divided 
three ways . Part  of the heat is used to  vaporiz e  the mois ture and bring 
i ts temperature to  1 50°F . This quantity {QWVT1 3)  was previously calcu-
lated during the mass  flow analy sis . The algorithm for QWVT 1 3  is listed 
in Table 4-3 .  Some of the heat is  los t to immediate coal heating and 
ult imately to the atmosphere . This quantity ( QLCDT , Btu/hr ) is calcu-
l ated as equivalent to 2 5% of QWVT 1 3 .  Th e  remaining heat {QNAT 1 3 ,  
B tu/hr) i s  neve r  released f rom the drying gas and s erves to maintain the 
gas temperature at 1 50°F as the gas t ransports the vaporized moisture to  
the HRSR equipment . The algorithm used by SINGH to calculate QNAT 1 3  is  
as follows : 
QNAT1 3 = QNAT1 2-QWVT1 3-QLCDT 
At this point , S INGH calls upon s everal NASA SP- 273 subroutines 6 to  
calculate and s tore chemi cal and thermodynami c  data f or f our plasma/f lue 
gas s tates . Each individual s tate i s  identified by a different index 
value for the NASA SP-273 variable NPT{ I ) . For example , the previously 
calculated plasma properties in the combus tor are identified by NPT( l ) . 
The four s tates calculated at  this point are numbered 2 ,  5 ,  6 and 7 .  
They are described in Table 4-4 along with the other three s tates . 
These calculations are accomplished at this point in the SINGH execution 
because data for NPT( 5) i s  required for the combustor analy s is . The 
Table 4-4. States for which SINGH calls NASA SP-273 
t o  Calculate Pl asma/Flue Ga s  Properties . 
Identification Temperature 
Number De scription of St ate (K) 
1 Plasma at combustor exit TAlC 
2 Flue gas at s tack 395  
3 Flue gas at  MHD channel exi t  TT( 3 )  
4 Flue gas at  diffuser exit  TT( 4)  
5 Reference 300 
6 Flue gas at e conomizer inlet 644 
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computational techniques used by the NASA SP-273 subroutines begin with 
p roperties for a given temperature and use convergence techniques to 
calculate values for lower temperatures . Thus it is  expeditious to 
calculate as many points as possible during a convergence sequence . 
The MHD combus tor i s  a watercooled pres sure vessel which 
accomplishes subs toichiometric combustion at a s peci fied pressure 
( PRINT , atmospheres ) .  For this analy sis , the noz zle , which accelerates 
the plasma f low into the MHD channel ,  is  considered as part of the com­
bustor assembly . The combus tor receives three inj ected mass flows 
which consi s t  of oxygen enri ched air (MOAT08) , dried coal (MCT02) , and 
potass ium formate seed (MKT1 4) . The oxy gen enriched air f low trans­
ports energy (QOAT08) , in the form of sensible heat , into the com­
bus tor . The dried coal flow transports chemical energy (THIN) into the 
combustor . The potassium formate seed contributes no energy ; instead , 
i t  requires an e stimated 4 Btu/lbm to  drive the reaction which frees 
p otas s ium atoms for the work of sulfate formation and sulfur removal .  
S INGH calculates this energy requirement ( QKT1 4 ,  Btu/hr) using the 
required mass  flow rate of potassium formate s eed (MKT14) : 
QKT14  = 4 . *MKT1 4  
There are only two paths for energy transport out of the MHD combustor . 
One path is the cooling water flow which cools the combustor and nozzle 
walls . SINGH calculates the amount of heat transferred from the 
combustor and nozzle walls to  the cooling water (QLCOMB , Btu/hr) .  To 
accomplish this , S INGH reads a value f or the amount of heat lost to com­
bustor cooling water (QLCPUM , Btu/lbm) per pound of coal input to the 
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combustor .  As part o f  it s calculat ion sequence , program COAL calculates 
a value for QLCPUM. The result ing algorithm for QLCOMB becomes : 
QLCOMB = QLCP�MCT0 2 
The other path for energy transport out of the combust or is provided by 
the plasma flow which exits the noz z le .  There are three energy forms 
t ransported by the plasma . F irs t there is the kine t ic energy of the 
plasma f low. Next there is the sens ible heat of the plasma . F inally , 
there is the chemical energy reta ined by the uncombust ed fuel compounds . 
The kine t ic energy and sens ible heat are calculated as one quant ity 
( E QKT 1 5 ,  Btu/h r )  by reca lling the s tagnat ion enthalpy of the plasma 
(H SUM( l ) , J/KG) at combus tor cond it ions . HSUM( l )  was previously 
calculated and s tored by NASA SP-273.  SINGH calculates EQKT 1 5  with the 
f ollowing algor ithm: 
E QKT 1 5  = (H SUM( l ) -HSUM( 5) ) *R* l . 8*MP T 1 5  
The unre leased chemical energy (ECT1 5 ,  Btu/hr ) t ransported by the plasma 
is computed by d ifference in S INGH. 
ECT1 5 = THIN+QOAT0 8-EQKT1 5 
S INGH then calculates the t otal energy transported from the combustor 
(ETT1 5 ,  Btu/hr)  by the plasma f low as the sum of EQKT 1 5  and ECTl S .  
The f inal step in the combus tor analy s is sequence is to  calculate 
s elect thermodynamic and geome tric parameters from plasma flow through 
the noz z le . The s ix values calculated are the noz zle cros s sect ional 
area at the throat (AT , Sq . Meters ) and at the exit (AE , Sq . Meters ) ,  
the plasma dens ity at the noz zle throat (RHOT , KG/C u.  Meters ) ,  and at 
the noz z le exit (RE , KG/Cu .  Meter) , as well as the s tat ic pres sure 
(PENZ , ATM) and t emperature (TE , Ke lvin) of  the plasma flow at the 
noz z le exit .  SINGH calculates these q uantities thro ugh the use of 
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c lassical gas dynamics equations for isentropic nozz le analy sis  in con-
j unction with data values previous ly calculated by NASA SP-273 sub-
routines . The Mach n umber for the p lasma as it enters the MHD channe l 
(EMACH , dimensionless) i s  req uired and is  read by SINGH. The calcula-
t ion seq uence is  c learly identified in SINGH and is not e laborated upon 
here . 
The MHD generat ing channe l i s  the next topping cycle component 
· addressed by SINGH. The channe l receives the accelerated p lasma f low 
from the nozzle exit . The energy transported , by the p lasma , into the 
channel has been previo us ly calc ulated as ETTl S. As the plasma passes 
thro ugh the channe l and i ts associated magnetic fie ld ,  the p lasma energy 
content is decreased by two mechanisms . First , the MHD effect trans-
forms a portion of the kinetic and sensib le heat energy (EQKTl S) into 
e lectric power.
· 
Second, a portion of the p lasma sensible heat is trans-
f erred to the channel coo ling water. 
The determination of the e lectric power produced by the MHD channe l 
i s  a lengthy process . The f irst step i s  design of a reference 
generating channel_ by means of independent execution of th e DESIGN3 
program5 • The DESIGN3 user s izes the reference generating channe l in 
accordance with the expected p lasma flow and composition for the sub-
sequent SINGH execution. In addition, the DESIGN3 us er must specify 
numero us other parameters req uired to  adeq uately describe the operating 
characeristics of the reference channe l. The detai led use of DESIGN3 is 
5 addressed by Wu , and is  not exp lained here . Several data values output 
by DESIGN3 are required by the channe l mode ling a lgorithms and are read 
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by S INGH at the beginning of its exe cution cy cle . The variable names 
associated with those data outputs are lis ted below and are defined in 




HF PST AT 
GEF 
The values read by S INGH are used to calculate the performance and 
geome t ry of a generat ing channel , simi lar to the reference channel ,  but 
p roportioned to receive the exact plasma flow calculated f or the current 
S INGH execution cy cle . This is accomplished through the use o f  
algori thms which modify selected reference channel parame ters using 
coefficient s expres ed in terms of the ratio of  plasma f lows through the 
S INGH developed channel and the reference channel specified by DESIGN3 . 
The firs t such value calculated is  the fract ional enthalpy extrac-
t ion (HFF , dimens ionle s s ) . S INGH uses the following algori thm f rom 
Chapman 1 6  t o  calculate HFF . 
HFF = HF* ( (l . +( MPT 15/GDMF) ) *0 . 5 ) **0 . 3 5  
The f ractional MHD generator efficiency ( GEFF , dimens ionless )  i s  the 
next quantity calculated by S INGH. The algori t hm  for this parameter is 
also  f rom Chapman 16 • 
GEFF GEF* ( (l .+( MPT1 5/GDMF) ) *0 . 5 ) **0 . 5  
The channel entrance area (ENTA ,  Sq . Meters ) is assumed to be propor-
t iona! to mas s flow through the channel and i s  calculated as follows : 
ENTA = ( MPT1 5/GDMF) *ENTA 
Us ing AREAR and E NTA , S I NGH calculates the cross sect ional area of the 
channe l exit (E XTA, Sq . Meters ) .  
EXTA = AREAR*E NTA 
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The length of the generating channel (CLEN , meters ) i s  assumed equal t o  
the length of the reference channel .  
Us ing HFF and s tagnat ion enthalpy data p reviously calculated by 
NASA SP- 27 3 ,  SI NGH next calculates the d irect current electric power 
developed by the MHD generating channel (PEXM , Watt s ) . 
PEXM = (H SUM( l ) -HSUM( 5 ) ) *R* l . 8* . 2 9 3 l*HFF*MPT 15 
To calculate the elect ric power output to the alternat ing current bus 
(POUTM, Watt s ) , S INGH mul t ipli es PEXM by the inverter e fficiency (CEFFI , 
d imens ionles s ) .  
POUTM = CEFFI*P EXM 
Once PEXM AND GEFF have been calculated , it is poss ible to calcu­
late the amount of plasma sens ible heat t rans ferred through the channel 
walls to the cooling water ( QLMHD , Btu/hr ) .  SINGH calculates QLMHD as 
f ollows : 
QLMHD = (PEXM*3 . 4 1 29* ( 1 . -GEFF) ) /GEFF 
The energy content of the plasma exiting the generating channel has 
two components . The first component is  the kinetic energy and s ens ible 
heat cont ent (EQKT16 ,  Btu/hr) . SINGH calculates the value of EQKT16  as : 
E QKT 16 = EQKT1 5-( PEXM* 3 . 4 1 29) -QLMHD 
The s econd plasma energy component i s  the unreleased chemical energy 
whi ch remains unchanged at ECT 1 5 .  The t otal p lasma energy content at 
the generat ing channel exit (ETT1 6 ,  Btu/hr) is calculated thus : 
ETT1 6 = EQKT 1 6+ECT 1 5  
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The next quantity calculated i s  the power required t o  operat e the super-
conduct ing magne t and its  cooling sy stem (PMAG , Watt s ) .  S INGH uses the 
1 6  following algorithm from Chapman t o  calculat e PMAG. 
PMAG = CLEN* 1 000. * ( 1 3 . 4* ( (ENTA**. S )  
+( (E NTA*AREAR) **. 5 ) )+7. *BMAX*E NTA) 
As the final s tep in generat ing channel analy s is , S INGH calls upon 
NASA SP-273 subroutines to calculate plasma properties at the channel 
exit (NPT = 3 ) . The sequence in whi ch S INGH calls the other subroutines 
i s  clearly evident �n the S INGH lis ting and is not explained here . 
Interested readers are invited to refer to Go rdon and McBride6 • 
The las t topping cy cle component address ed by S INGH is  the dif-
fuser.  The primary functions of the diffuser are t o  decelerate the 
p lasma f low and t o  recover pres sure . Fo r this model , the diffuser 
coef ficient of perf ormance is set at 0. 5 0. The MHD channel desi gn pro-
cedure requires the channel exit Mach number to be between 0. 9 and 
0 . 9 9 9. The channel exit  s tat ic pres sure (P STAT) is s et at a value 
( normally about 0. 7 ATM) which permits the s tatic pres sure t o  recove r to 
1 . 0 ATM at the diffuser exit . As the plasma passes through the dif-
fuser, a portion of the plasma sens ible heat energy pas ses through the 
d iffuser walls and i s  transferred to the cooling water . The quantity of 
heat los t to the ·cooling water (QLDIF , Btu/hr)  is calculated by SINGH in 
1 6  a ccordance with a procedure presented by Chapman • The a lgorithm for 
QLDIF is  as f ollows : 
QLDIF = 3 . 4 1 29* 4 . * (TTT ( 3) -TWALL) * 
( 0. 0 3 1 6*B BB*DLEN+0. 0 3 1 6* 0. 0 349 
*DLEN*DLEN - 3 . 5 3E- 06*BBB* 
where 
*DLEN*DLEN- ( 1 . 4 1 2E- OS* 0 . 0349 
* (DLEN**3) ) / 3 .  
TTT( 3 )  = plasma temperature a t  diffuser entrance . Calculated by 
NASA SP-272  ( °K) 
BBB = (E NTA*AREAR) ** . S * lOO.  
DLEN = diffuser length ( cent imeters ) 
= 3 . 7 9*BBB 
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Since QLDIF is the only energy transferred from the plasma during its  
p assage through the diffuser , the energy balance f or the diffuser is  
s traightforward. The total energy content of the plasma f low entering 
the diffuser equals that of  the plasma flow exiting the generating chan­
nel which has already been calculated as ETT1 6.  The total energy 
cont ent of the flue gas exi ting the diffuser (ETT1 7 ,  Btu/hr) is then 
readily calculated as follows : 
ETT1 7 = ETT1 6-QLDIF 
Like ETT 1 6 ,  ETT 1 7  cons ists of two separate energy components .  One 
component is  the composite of kinetic and sens ible heat energy (E QKT 1 7 ,  
B tu/hr) , and the other component is the unreleased chemical energy 
( E CT 1 7 , Btu/hr) . Be cause no addi tional oxidant is added t o  the plasma 
f low in the diffuser,  the unreleased chemi cal energy remains unchanged 
at a value of ECT l S .  The kinetic and sensible heat energy of the flue 
gas exiting the diffuser is then calculated as : 
E QKT1 7  = ETT1 7-ECT1 5 
Finally , S INGH calls upon NASA SP- 2 7 3  subroutines t o  calculate and 
s tore f lue gas propert ies at the diffuser exit  ( NPT = 4) . This is 
6 accompli shed per Go rdon and McBride and is not explained here . 
The des cription of the MHD topping cy cle is now comp lete.  The 
algo ri thms whi ch calculat e mas s flows , energy transport and t ransfer , 
and power requi rement s · for the coal process ing equipment and the air 
5 1  
s eparat ion plant are new additions to S INGH. The remaining calculations 
were generally unchanged.  
CHAPTER V 
SEED REGENERATION 
One of the maj or changes implemented by this revision of SYSTEMS is 
the replacement of the Tomlinson/Tampella seed regeneration model by the 
Formate process model. �is chapter describes both the process sequence 
and the algorithms which comprise the potassium formate recovery process . 
model now contained in SYSTEMS . Figure 5-l is  a process flow diagram· of 
the formate process . Table 5- l defines the numbered flow s treams pre­
s ented in Fi gure 5-l .  Bo th the figure and the table will be useful 
references while reading the remainder of this chapter. The primary 
reference for developing this model was the Conceptual Design Study of 
Potential Early Commercial MHD Powerplant9 by Finn A. Hals . Throughout 
this chapter , the report will be referenced simply as the Hals report or 
Hals model .  
The s eed regeneration plant receive s potassium sulfate from the 
HRSR as well as i ts own gasifier . Through application of the formate 
process ,  the seed regeneration plant transforms the potassium sulfate 
into potassium formate seed which is routed back to the MHD combustor as 
well as the gasifier used by the seed regeneration plant . The s ix major 
processing s teps which comprise the formate process are as follows : 
1 .  Gasify coal t o  supply carbon monoxide t o  the reactor . 
2 .  Dissolve the potassium sulfate.  
3 .  Produce potassium formate product in reactor. 
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Table S-1 . Seed Regeneration Process Streams . 
Variable 
Descriftion Name 
Dry K2so4 from HRSR equipment MKSRO l 
Service water for K2so4 s lurry MSWR02 
K2so4 s lurry to dissolver MKWR02 
Gasifier coal to mixing tank MCR04 
Po tassium formate to  mixing tank MKROS 
Service water for gasifier coal slurry MSWR06 
Coal and potassium formate slurry to gasifier MCWR07 
Air to gasifier MAROB 
Coal slag from gasifier MASR09 
Dry K2so4 from gasifier MKSRl O 
Alsorithm 
S .  44*0 .  9 8XS 
*MCT02 
O. l l*MKSRO l 
MKSRO l+MSWR02 
0. 34*MKSRO 1/ 
( 1- l . B S*XS) 
( 78/ 3 2) *XS 
*MCR04 
O. S 2*MCR04 
MCR04+MSWR06 
+ MKROS 
















Table 5-l (Continued ) 
Steam Variable 
No .  Descri2tion Name Alsorithm Uni ts 
Rl l Product gas from gasifier MGRO l l  MCWR07 + MAR08 - lbm/hr 
MASR09 - MKSRl O · 
Rl 2 Service water for K2so4 s lurry MSWR1 2 O . l l*MKSRl O lbm/hr 
Rl 3 K2so4 slurry to dissolver MKWR1 3 MKSRl O + MSWR1 2 lbm/hr 
Rl4  Lime to K2so4 dissolver 
MCAR1 4 0 .  32* (MKSRO 1 + lbm/hr 
MKSRl O) 
Rl5  K and Ca  compound s lurry from dissolver MTR1 5 MKSR1 5 + MKFR1 5 + lbm/hr 
MWR1 5 + MCHR1 5 
Rl 6 Steam to heat exchanger B MSR1 6 QTRlS/ 983. 6 lbm/hr 
Rl 7 Condensate from heat exchanger B MWR1 7 MSR1 6 lbm/hr 
Rl8 K and Ca compound s lurry to reactor MTR1 8 MTR1 5 lbm/hr 
Rl9  Product gas to scrubber MGR1 9 MGRl l lbm/hr 
R20 co2 from regenerator to atmosphere MCDR20 0. 085*MGR1 9 lbm/hr 
R2 1 Product gas to reactor MGR2 1 MGR1 9 - MCDR20 lbm/hr 
R22 Product gas to heat recovery MGR22 0 .  9 3*MGR2 1 lbm/hr 
VI 
0' 
Table 5-l (Cont inued ) 
Steam 













Descrip_�i()� _ __ __ __ _ _ __ ___ Name Algorithm Units 
K and Ca compound s lurry to flash tank 
K and Ca compounds f rom flash tank 
Steam from flash tank 
Servi ce water to heat exchanger A 
Servi ce water from heat exchanger A 
Gypsum and water to di s posal 
Re cy cle K compound s lurry from gypsum filter 
K compound slurry from gyp sum filter 
Recycle K compound s lurry from flash t ank and 
gy psum filter 
Re cycle K compound s lurry 












MTR1 8  + MGR2 1 - lbm/hr 
MGR2 2 
MTR2 3 - MSR2 5 lbm/hr 
0 . 1 2* MTR2 3 lbm/hr 
1 . 8 0* MGR1 1 lbm/hr 
MSWR2 6 lbm/hr 
0 . 2 4* MTR2 4 lbm/hr 
MTR3 1 - MSR2 5 1 bm/h r 
MTR2 4 + MSWR2 7 - lbm/hr 
MYWR2 8 - MTR2 9 
MKSR3 1 + MKCR3 1 lbm/hr 
+ MWR3 1 
MKSR3 2 + MKCR3 lbm/hr 
+ MWR3 2 
MTR3 0 - MTR3 2 1 bm/hr 
VI 
'-1 
Ta ble 5-l (Co�t inued ) 
S t eam 
No .  Descri:etion 
R34 Steam vented f rom K compound s lurry 
R3 5 K compounds to spray dryer 
R3 6 Gas from evaporator 
R37 Flue gas to s pray d ry e r  
R3 8 K compounds to hea t  exchanger C 
R3 9 Flue gas and mois ture t o  s tack 
R4 0 K compounds to K2
so
4 f i lter 
R41 Steam to heat exchanger C 
R4 2 Condensate from heat exchanger C 
R4 3 Re cy cle K2so4 f rom f i l ter 
R4 4 Po tass ium Fo rmate to MHD cy cle 














0. 5 O*MKWR3 3 
MKWR3 3 - MSR3 4 
MGR2 2 
14 . 1 2*MKWR3 5 
0. 6 36*MKWR3 5 
MFGR3 7 + MKWR3 5 
+ MKR3 8 
MKR3 8 
QKR4 0/ 9 8 3 . 6 
MSR4 1 
0. 2 0* (MKS RO l + 
MKS RI O 















Table S- 1 ( Continued ) 
S tream Variable 
No .  DescriEtion Name 




component of recy cle s tream R3 1 MKSR3 1 
R3 1 KC02
H component of recycle s tream R3 1 MKCR3 1 





component of recy cle s tream R3 2 MKSR3 2 
R3 2 KC02
H component of recycle s tream R3 2 MKCR3 2 
R3 2 Water component of recycle s tream R3 2 MWR3 2 
R4 0 Heat required from heat exchanger C QKR4 0 
Alsorithm 
1 0 1 . 7*MTR1 3 
0 . 0 1*MKSR0 1 + 
MKS R09 
4 .  8 5*MKSR2 9 
324 . 0 7*MKSR2 9 
0 . 008* (MKSR0 1 + 
MKS R09 )  
4 . 8 S*MKSR30 
1 2 .  6 2*MKSR3 0 












4 .  Filter reactor effluent t o  separate potassium forma te product 
f rom gypsum by-product . 
5 .  Dry the potassium formate product . 
6 .  Reheat formate and filter sulfate . 
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Potassium sulfate recovered in the HRSR is mixed with service water to 
f orm a s lurry . The slurry is  pumped into a potassium sulfate dissolver . 
"As received" coal i s  mixed with potassium formate and servi ce water to 
f orm a s lurry which is  fed to  the gasifier. In the gasifier , the slurry 
reacts with air to  produce product gas , coal slag ,  and potassium 
sulfate .  The potassium sulfate i s  expelled from the gasifier , mixed 
with service water and pumped to the potassium sulfate dissolver. The 
coal slag is removed from the gasifier and moved to  a disposal site . 
The product gas is  cooled after exiting the gasifier . It is then passed 
through a regenerator which removes carbon dioxide .  From the regenera­
t or,  the product gas is  moved to the reactor where the maj ority of its 
carbon monoxide is  utilized in the formation of potassium. formate . The 
remaining gas is discharged from the reactor and is passed through the 
evaporator where i t  transfers i ts excess heat to  the potassium compound 
f low s tream. The gas exits the evaporator at 250° F  and is released to 
the atmosphere through the plant s tack . 
Back at the potassium sulfate dissolver , lime i s  added to  the 
potassium sulfate s lurry as are recycle s treams from the flash tank , 
gypsum filter , and potassium sulfate filter . The resulting s lurried 
mixture i s  heated by heat exchanger B and then fed to  the reactor where 
the formate reaction takes place . After exiting the reactor , the pro­
duct s tream is  passed through a f lash tank which removes a substantial 
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amount of  water from the product s tream in  the form of  steam. Next the 
product stream passes through a gypsum f ilter which removes the calcium 
sul fate formed in the reactor. From the gypsum f ilter , the product 
s tream moves on through an evaporator and a spray dryer. Both of these 
components remove more water from the product s tream. The evaporator 
employs heat available from the reactor effluent gas while the spray 
dryer uses flue gas extracted f rom the HRSR. The product s tream con­
t inues on through heat exchanger C which provides sufficient heat for 
melting the potassium formate and contained in the product s tream. · The 
molten product s tream passes through a potassium sulfate filter which 
removes the potassium sulfate for return to the potassium sulfate 
dissolver. The potassium formate is returned to the stockpile for 
recycling through the MHD combustor or the gasifier. 
The f irst s tep in modeling the seed regeneration process is to 
determine. how much potassium sulfate (K2so4 ) will have to be processed.  
The HRSR model .assumes a 100% sulfur removal rate from the gas s tream; 
however,  some of the potassium and sulfur compounds are removed with 
coal slag and thus are not available for potassium recovery processing .  
The precise amount of potassium and sulfur removed with the coal slag i s  
difficult to  es timate because s o  li ttle is  known about the chemistry of 
potassium, sulfur , and coal slag interaction. This s tudy assumes that 
2% of the sulfur is removed with coal slag. The remaining 98% is 
recovered in the form of potassium sulfate provided that the amount of 
available potassium is sufficient . The model assumes the flue gas mixes 
thoroughly and that the �/S ratio of 1 will accomplish complete sulfur 
removal .  Any excess potas sium is  as sumed to form potassium carbonate .  
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S INGH calculates the amount of potas sium sulfate recovered f rom the HRSR 
(MKSRO l ,  lbm/hr ) as follows : 
MKSRO l = 5 . 4 4*MCT0 2* 0 . 9 8*XS 
where 5 . 44  = reciprocal of weight fraction of S per uni t weight of 
p otassium sulfate .  ( dimensionless ) 
MCT0 2 = previously calculated mass  flow rate of dry coal t o  the 
MHD combustor ( lbm/hr ) 
0 . 9 8  fraction o f  sulfur content recovered ( dimensionles s )  
X S  = weight fraction o f  sulfur i n  dried coal ( dimensionles s )  
The value o f  XS is  read by SINGH a t  the beginning of its execution 
cycle . 
SINGH next calculates the amount of potass ium lost with the ash and 
s lag (KLHRSR,  lbm/hr) : 
KLHRSR = ( 39/ 84) *MKT14- ( 78/174) *MKSR01 
where 3 9/ 84 = weight fraction of potassium per unit weight of 
p otas s ium formate ( dimens ionles s ) . 
MKT14 = p reviously calculated mass flow rate of potassium formate 
to  the MHD combustor (lbm/hr) . 
78/ 1 74 = weight fraction of potass ium per unit weight of potas sium 
sulfate (dimens ionless ) . 
If  KLHRSR i s  less than z ero ,  SINGH prints a warning that insufficient 
p otas sium is present for comp lete sulfur recove ry . SINGH then recalcu­
l ates MKRSO l based on the available potassium as shown below. 
MKSRO l = (174/ 78) * (39/ 84) *MKT14* 0. 9 8  
Once the amount of  potassium sulfate recovered from the HRSR equipment 
has been determined ,  the amount of service water (M SWR0 2,  lbm/hr ) 
necessary to  create the s lurry is computed by proportion from the Hals 
mode l :  
MSWR02 = 0 . 1 1 1 1*MKSR0 1 
The potassium sulfate slurry (MKWR0 3 ,  lbm/hr)  entering the 
p otassium sulfate dis solver is then computed as the sum of MKSR0 1 and 
MSWR0 2 .  
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The next quantity calculated by SINGH is the amount o f  coal (MCR04,  
lbm/hr) required by the s eed regeneration gasifier . In the Hals report , 
the quant ity of potas sium sulfate entering the potass ium sulfate 
dissolver included a cont ribution f rom the gasifier coal . The Hals 
model required 1 3048 lbm/hr of gasifier coal for reprocessing 38421  
lbm/hr of  potassium sulfate . That quantity of potassium · sulfate 
included a contribution f rom gasifier coal as well as that recovered 
f rom the HRSR equipment . The gasifier coal requirement is  0. 34  lbm o f  
coal p e r  pound of potassium sulfate . Assuming 10 0% sulfur removal from 
the gasifier coal , and having previously calculated the amount of 
p otas sium sulfate recovered f rom the HRSR equipment , the algori thm for 
ca�culating the gasifier coal requirement is  developed as f ollows : 
MCR0 4 = 0. 34* (MKSR0 1+( 544*XS*MCR04) 
MCR0 4- 1 . 8 5* (XS*MCR04) = 0. 34*MKSR0 1 
MCR0 4* ( 1 - 1 . 8 5*XS) = 0. 34*MKSR0 1 
MCR0 4 = 0. 34*MKSRO 1/ ( 1 - 1 .  8 5*XS)  
The last  of the f our expressions for MCR0 4 is the one which appears in 
S INGH. After MCR0 4 has been calculated , SINGH determines the quantity 
o f  potasi sum formate (MKRO S ,  lbm/hr ) required for recovery of the sulfur 
contained in the gasifier coal . 
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MKR0 5 = ( 78/ 3 2) *XSAR*MCR0 4 
The gasifier coal and potass ium formate are mixed with s ervice water 
(MSWR0 6 ,  lbm/hr)  to  form a s lurry (MCWR0 7 ,  lbm/hr)  which is then fed to 
the gasifier. MSWR0 6 is calculated as follows : 
MSWR0 6 = 0 . 5 2*MCR04 
The value of MCWR0 7 is calculated as the sum of MCR0 4,  MCR0 5 ,  and 
MCWR0 6 .  The mass flow of  air to the gasifier (MAR08 ,  lbm/hr )  is  com­
puted by proportion f rom the Hals model as f ollows : 
MAR0 8 = 4 . 0 2*MCR0 4 
The coal slag (MASR0 9 ,  lbm/hr )  is  calculated by the following algorithm:  
MASR0 9 = XAAR*MCR04 
XAAR is  the "as received" ash content of  the gasifier coal . The 
value o f  XAAR is read by S INGH. The dry potassium sulf ate discharged 
f rom the gasifier (MKSRl O ,  lbm/hr) is calculated as follows : 
MKSRl O = 5 . 4 4*XAAR*MCR04 
The product gas produced in the gasifier (MGRl l ,  lbm/hr)  is  then calcu­
l ated by difference . 
MGRl l = MCWR0 7+MAR08�ASR09�KSR1 0 
Mos t  of the remaining mass f low s treams are calculated by proportion 
f rom factors based on the Hals model . The flow stream descriptions , 
variable names , and algorithms are presented in Table 5-l .  Th e  flow 
s treams whose algorithms require additional explanation are addressed in 
the following paragraphs . 
One of  the f low s treams not readily determined from the Hals  report 
is Rl 6 which is s team supplied to heat exchanger B .  The purpose o f  this 
s team i s  to heat process s tream Rl 5 from 200°F to 392°F . From data 
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contained in the Hals report , one can determine that 1 0 1 . 7 Btu are 
required for heating each pound of the potassium sulfate/lime slurry 
which pas ses through heat exchanger B .  The Hals report gives no infor-
mation regarding the required s team flow or s team conditions . This 
paragraph develops the necessary algorithms for modeling the s team flow 
t o  and f rom heat exchanger B .  This analy sis assumes the use of the 
c ounterflow heat exchanger with a minimum temperature difference (�T) of 
5 0°F between f low s treams . The s lurry entering the heat exchanger has a 
t emperature of 200°F . Therefore , the mi nimum temperature of the process 
s team will be 250° F .  The s lurry exi ting heat exchanger B will have a 
t emperature of 392°F . Accordingly the s team entering heat exchanger B 
will have a minimum temp erature of 442° F . However ,  a higher temperature 
difference will permit construction of a smaller less expensive heat 
exchanger. For this reason , the temperature of the s team entering heat 
exchanger B will be set at 500°F . To ensure the s team condenses at 2 50°F 
the system will be designed with a pressure of 28  psia at · the condensate 
outlet from heat exchanger B .  1 0  From the ASME s team t ables , the 
enthalpy of the entering s team at 500°F is 1 202 . 2 Btu/ lbm. The enthalpy 
o f  the condensed water , exiting heat exchanger B ,  is  2 18. 6 Btu/lbm. 
This means that each pound of s team will yield 983. 6 Btu for heating 
the s lurry . Thus , the required mas s flow rate of process s team to  heat 
exchanger B (MSRl S) can be determined once the mas s  flow rate of 
potassium sulfate/lime s lurry from the R2so4 dissolver (MTR1 5 ,  lbm/hr )  
has been calculated . De termination of the mass flow rate of the 
potassium sulfate/lime s lurry f rom the potass ium sulf ate dissolver is an 
i nvolved process because there are three recycle s teams (i . e . R3 1 ,  R3 2 , 
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and R44) whose precise values have not y et been determined and which 
enter the potassium sulfate dissolver. Two of these s treams are multi­
compound s treams . Us ing proportional relations from the Hals report it  
i s  possible t o  calculate the mass  flows of  these recycle s treams before 
calculating the mas s  flows of all of the s treams which precede them. 
Four distinct compounds COmPrise flow s tream Rl 5 .  The compounds and 
their variable names are listed below :  
Po tassium sulfate 







The units  for each of the above mass f lows are pounds per hour . Mass  
f lows for the above compounds cannot be  specified until mass flows have 
been estimated for each of three recy cle s treams . Two of  the recycle 
s treams are also multi-c omp ound f low s treams . The three recycle 
s treams , their component compounds , and variable names are shown in 
Table 5�2. Each variable is calculated in t erms of pounds per hour.  
The Hals mode l provides the data for determining proportion factors 
which s erve as the basis fo r the algorithms used in SINGH to calculate 
the mass f lows . The potass ium sulfate portion of each of the three 
recyle f lows is calculated in relation to the quantity of potass ium 
s ulfate received by the potass ium sulfate dissolver . The three · 
algorithms are as follows : 
( 442/ 3842 l) * (MKSR0 l+MKSR1 0) 
MKSR3 2 = ( 3 23/ 3842 l ) * (MKSR0 l+MKSR1 0) 
MKSR4 3  = ( 7649/ 3842 l ) * (MKSR0 l+MKSR1 0) 
Table 5-2 . Recycle Streams to Potassium Sulfate Dissolver . 
Flow Stream Compound Variable Name 
R31 Potass ium Sulfate MKSR31 
R31 Potass ium Formate MKFR3 1 
R31 Water MWR31 
R32 Potassium Sulfate MKSR32 
R32 Potass ium Formate MKFR32 
R32 Water MWR32 
R43 Potassium Sulfate MKSR43 
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The remaining compound mass f lows which comprise recy cle s treams R31 and 
R3 2 are calculated from the Hals model using proportion factors relating 
the potassium sulfate mass  f low for the particular recycle s tream to the 
mass f low of . the compound o f  interes t .  Th e  remaining f our algori thms 
are as follows : 
MKFR31 = ( 2143/4 42) *MKSR31 
MW]31 = (143240/ 4 42) *MKSR31 
MKFR3 2 = (1566/ 3 23) *MKSR3 2 
MWR3 2 = ( 4076/ 3 23) *MKSR3 2 
At this point i t  is  possible for SINGH to calculate the quantity of each 
compound contained in the mass flow exiting the potas sium sulfate 
dissolver. The algorithms are as follows : 
MKSR15 • MKSRO 1-+MKSR13iMKSR31-+MKSR3 2+MKSR4 3 
MKFR15 = MKFR31-+MKFR3 2 
MWR15 = MWRO 2-+MWR12iMWR3 1 +MWR3 2 
MCHR15 = (16 335/ 1 2364) *MCAR14 
MCAR14 i s  the lime added to  the potassium sulfate dissolver in pounds 
p er hour . The algorithm f or MCHR15 is based upon the Hals report . The 
t otal flow from the potas sium sulfate dissolver (MTR1 5 ,  lbm/hr) is then 
calculated as the sum o f  the cons tituent compound flows . 
MTR15 = MKSR15-+MKFR1 5+MWR15+MCHR15 
Once MTR1 5 has been calculated , it i s  pos sible to compute the required 
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s team f low to heat exchanger B (MSR1 6 ,  lbm/hr ) . Each pound of MTR15 
requires 1 01. 7 Btu as previously explained . Thus the total heat to be 
added t o  MTR15 ( QTR18 , Btu/hr )  is  calculated as follows : 
QTR18 = 1 0 1 . 7*MTR15 
Re calling that each pound of  s team in MSR1 6 yields 983. 6 Btu , MSR1 8 is 
calculated b¥ the f ollowing 
MSR1 6 = QTR18/ 9 83. 6 
The condensate f low from heat exchanger B (� 7) equals MSR1 6 .  
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The s team f low to heat exchanger C is another quantity whose calcu­
l ation requires some explanation.  According to the Hals report , each 
pound of  the potassium f ormate and potassium sulfate mi xture which 
passes through heat exchanger C requires 40 Btu of heat addition . The 
s team used to .supply this heat will be at the s ame temperature and 
pressure as that supplied to heat exchanger B .  Thus , each pound of  
s team will be  able t o  supply 983. 6 Btu . Us ing this informat ion , the 
amount of heat required by MK38 (QKR4 0 ,  Btu/hr)  can be calculated as 
f ollows : 
QKR4 0 = MK38*40.  
The required s team f low to heat exchanger C (MSR41) then becomes : 
MSR4 1 = QKR4 0/ 9 83. 6 
The condensate flow f rom heat exchanger C (MWR4 2 ,  lbm/hr) equals 
MSR4 2 .  
The potass ium f ormate proces sed f or recy cling (MKFR4 4,  lbm/hr)  i s  
s ubtracted from the sum o f  MKT14 and MKR0 5 to  determine the required 
make-up mas s f low of potass ium f ormate (MKMTR, lbm/hr ) .  At this point , 
S INGH has completed its  calculat ions f or modeling seed regeneration by 
the formate process . 
CHAPTER VI 
HRSR SYSTEM AND STEAM CYCLE 
This chapter presents the models for the heat recovery and seed 
recovery (HRSR) system and the s team cycle . It also contains a descrip­
t ion of the calculations f or ove rall plant efficiency which are per- · 
f ormed at  the end o f  a S INGH execution cycle . The chapter begins with a 
description of the obj ectives and configuration of the HRSR system. 
This is  followed by a s imilar description for the s team cycle . Next , 
the algorithms which comprise the models of  these two maj or subsys tems 
are addressed. The final paragraph of this chapter describes the 
overall plant efficiency calculations performed by S INGH . With the 
exception of plant e fficiency and coal s lag reje ction calculations , the 
model relationships presented in this chapter are new additions to 
SYSTEMS . 
The process obj ectives of the HRSR are as f ollows : 
1 .  Heat recovery from f lue gas f or the · following purposes : 
a .  s team generation f or electri c  power production . 
b .  primary oxidant heating. 
c .  coal drying. 
d. secondary combus tion air heating . 
e .  s team generation f or s eed regeneration heat 
exchangers . 
2 .  Removal of  sulfur from f lue gas s tream. 
3 .  Re covery o f  potassium seed f rom flue gas s tream. 
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4 .  Provide sufficient residence t ime a t  elevated 
t emperature � 2900°F )  for decomposition of flue gas 
NO content . 
X 
5 .  Removal o f  coal s lag and ash f rom the f lue gas s tream. 
6 .  Combus tion o f  remaining f lue gas fuel content . 
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To accomp lish the above obj ectives , the HRSR is  configured as shown 
in Figure 6-1. Flue gas enters the radiant furnace from the MHD dif-
fuser . Inside the radiant furnace , the f lue gas first encounters a s lag 
s creen which is assumed to remove 80 percent o f  the coal s lag contained 
in the f lue gas . As explained in Chapter V, some potassium and sulfur 
are also removed from the f lue gas s tream with the coal slag. After 
p assing the s lag s creen the flue gas s tream is directed vertically 
upward into the main chamber of  the radiant furnace . The main chamber 
contains sufficient volume t o  provide the necessary residence time for 
decompos ition of the NO contained in the flue gas . The radiant furnace 
X 
s hell consists of water walls which cons titute boiler surface for s team 
generation. As it  passes through the radiant furnace , the f lue ga s 
s urrenders the heat required for s team generation. Simultaneously , the 
NOx content in the f lue gas decomposes to a negligible amount . By the 
t ime i t  exits the radiant furnace , the f lue gas has been cooled to 
2 900°F ( 18 67K) .  Below 2900°F ,  the NO formation and decomposition 
X 
reactions cease functioning. Thus , the flue gas will remain essentially 
NO free provided its  temperature is not increased above 2900°F during 
X 
the remaining process s teps . 
Before considering the remaining HRSR comp onent s ,  i t  is  necessary 
t o  address  two maj or obstacles to  detailed modeling of the HRSR sy stem. 
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Figure 6-1 . HRSR Sys tem Diagram . 












The firs t obs tacle i s  the limited information address ing the behavi or 
and interact ion of coal s lag/ash and potassium sulf ate in the HRSR 
envi ronment . To reduce this obs tacle , this model as sume s that 80 per-
cent of the coal s lag , 2 percent of the potass ium sulfate , and any ' addi-
t iona! potass ium in the flue gas are removed from the f lue gas in the 
radi ant furnace . The model also assume s that the remaining . coal 
s lag/a sh and potass ium sulf ate i s removed from the flue gas s tream by 
the time it  exits the elect ros tat ic precipi tator . The final assump tion 
i s  that s ome unspecified mechani sm permi ts the recovered potass ium 
s ulfate t o  be conveni ent ly separat ed from the coal slag/ash . 
The second maj or obs tacle to HRSR modeling concerns heat recovery 
and NO formation.  One approach would cool the f lue gas well below X 
the NO formation t emperature zone in the radiant furnace . This would X 
p ermi t secondary combustion to be accomplished without rais ing the flue 
gas temperature to the NO format ion zone . Ac cording t o  an earlier 
X 
1 1  s tudy , this approach requi res co-l ocat ion of a superheater , reheater , 
o r  primary oxidant heater with the radi ant furnace . This i s  necessary 
t o  balance the relat ive requirement s for boiler s team, supe rheat , 
r eheat , and primary oxidant preheat agains t the avai lable f lue gas heat 
at temperatures permitting e conomi cal heat trans fer. Unf ortunately , 
material cons traint s prohibi t placement of a convective heat trans fer 
s urface in the chemi cally reducing environment of the radiant furnace . 
The alterna tive is  to  introduce the f lue gas into the se condary com-
bus tor at the highest  possible temperature (i . e . 2900°F) , to  accompli sh 
s econdary combus tion , and then cool the f lue gas below 2900° F as quickly 
as poss ible . The bas is for this alternative i s  the fact that the 
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NO f ormation rate is  much s lower than the combustion reactions . Thus , 
X 
s econdary · combus tion and subsequent cooling can be accomplished before 
any appreciable amount of NO has formed. At present , there is no 
X 
p res cribed method f or executing this proces s .  This model assumes the 
s econdary combustor water walls absorb sufficient combus tion generated 
heat to maintain the f lue gas at 2900°F during its  passage through the 
s econdary combustor . This assumption resolves the s econd obstacle f or 
modeling purposes , and the description of the remaining HRSR component s 
f ollows . 
As it  exits the radiant furnace , the flue gas f low is redirected 
horizontally and enters the secondary combus tor . Like the radiant fur-
nace , the shell of the s econdary combustor i s  composed o f  water walls 
which provide boiler surface area f or s team generation .  Preheated 
s econdary combustion air is added to the flue gas to complete combus tion 
o f  the remaining fuel content of the f lue gas . For the reas ons pre-
viously discussed , the s econdary combustor i s  sized in such a manner as 
to remove sufficient heat to keep the flue gas temperature f rom rising 
above 2 900°F during the combustion process . 
After exiting the secondary combustor , the flue gas passes through 
the convective heat t rans fer surfaces of the superheater ,  reheater , and 
p rimary oxidant heater . As the flue gas cools below 2400°F , the 
p otassium sulfate begins to  condense ,  form droplets , and fall from the 
gas s tream. The potassium sulfate is recovered f rom the HRSR and routed 
t o  the s eed regeneration plant for processing . As the f lue gas exits  
the primary oxidant heater , its  temperature has been reduced to  7 00°F . 
At this point f lue gas flow is split into four parallel s treams . One 
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s t ream provides heat to the nitrogen s tream t o  b e  used f o r  coal drying . 
The second s tream heat s the secondary combustion air. The third stream 
generates the low pres sure s team required by the seed regenerat ion plant 
heat exchangers . The last  s tream trans fers heat to boiler feedwater via 
the economiz er. The four s treams are . re combined as they ent er the 
e lect ros tatic precipitator (E SP ) at 2 50°F . The remaining potass ium 
s ulfate and coal ash is  recovered in the ESP. After exit ing the ESP , 
most  of the flue gas passes through the induced draft fan and is  
released through the plant s tack at 25 0° F . The remaining flue gas firs t 
pas ses through the spray dryer of the seed regeneration plant and then 
cont inue s through the induced draft fan to the s tack where it t oo is  
released to the atmosphere at a t emperature of approximat ely 250°F . 
The process obj ect ive of the s team cy cle is  to convert thermal 
energy recovered by the HRSR system and the MHD cy cle into mechani cal 
shaf t power which is used to ge ne rate electric powe r and to drive both 
the MHD cy cle oxidant compressor and the oxy gen plant compressor . 
Figure 6-2 presents the s team cy cle conf igurat ion. With two exceptions , 
this configuration i s  very simi lar to the steam cycle arrangement which 
i s  characteristic of conventional coal fired p lant s .  Th e  firs t 
exception is  the addi tion of two single s tage turbine s for this plant . 
One turbine drives the MHD oxidant compressor and the other powers the 
oxygen plant compress or . The s econd exception is  the large amount of 
relat ively low temperature heat avai lable from the HRSR economizer and 
the MHD generator cooling water . In convent ional coal fired plants , low 
t emperature flue ga s heat is used to preheat combus tion air at atmos­
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oxidant i s  compres�ed and receives a large portion of its preheat during 
that proces s .  For the MHD plant , the consequence of this  large amount 
o f  e conomi zer heat i s  normally one or two fewer feedwater heaters in the 
s team cycle . 
The remaining paragraphs of this chapter address  the algorithms 
d eveloped for the HRSR system model ,  the s team cycle model ,  and for 
calculating the overall plant efficiency . Table 6-1 present s variable 
names , descriptions , units , and algorithms for HRSR variables .  Table 
6-2 contains like information for s team cycle variables . 
The mas s flow rate of  flue ga s entering the radiant furnace has 
been previ ously calculated as MFGT1 7 .  Likewise , the total energy 
t ransported into the radiant furnace (ETT1 7 )  has also been previ ously 
calculated by S INGH. ETT17 consists of the thermal and kinetic energy 
posses sed by . the flue gas (E QKT1 7 )  and the unreleased chemical energy 
contained in the f lue gas (E CT15) . The mass flow rate of coal s lag , 
potas sium,  and sulfur ejected through the radiant furnace s lag tap 
(MSKHO l ,  lbm/hr) is  calculated by the following algorithm: 
MSKHO l = ( 0 . 8 0*MCT0 2*XAAR* ( l 00. -MOISAF) /1 00 . -MO ISAR) ) 
+ KLHRSR+(0. 0 2*MCT0 2*XS ) 
XAAR is  the mass  fract ion of ash in the "as received " coal.  The 
expression containing MOI SAF and MO ISAR correct XAAR to a dried coal 
bas is .  KLHRSR i s  the previously calculated mass flow rate o f  potass ium 
lost  from the flue gas s tream. SINGH next calculates the heat lost with 
the material rej ected at the s lag t ap (E QHO l ,  Btu/hr) . The model 
assumes this material i s  rej e cted at a t emperature of 2420°F ( 1 600K) . 











Table 6-1 .  HRSR � stem MOdel Variables . 
De s cript ion 
Mass flow of coal slag, potassium, and 
sulfur removed at radiant furnace slag tap 
Heat lost with mass  ejected at radiant 
furnace slag t ap 
Mass flow of flue gas exiting radiant 
furnace 
Flue gas thermal energy exi t ing radiant 
furnace 
Total energy t ransported with flue gas 
Heat for steam generation transferred 
in radiant furnace 
Mass flow of secondary combustion air 
Flue gas mas s  flow from secondary 
combustor 
Algorithm 
( 0. 8 0*MCT0 2*XAAR* 
( 1 00 . MOISAF) / 1 00 . MOISAR) ) 
+KL�RSR+( 0 . 0 2*MCT0 2*XS ) 
4 3 1 .  *MSKH0 1 
MFGT1 7-MSKH0 1 
MFGH0 2* (HSUM( 7 ) -HSUM( 5) ) 
*R* 1 . 8 
EQH0 2+ECT 1 5  
EQKT 1 7-EQH0 1-EQH02 

























Heat transported to  secondary combustor 
by combustion air 
Heat gained by secondary air mass  in 
combustor 
He at for steam generation transferred 
in secondary combustor 
Heat removed f rom flue gas in superheater/ 
reheater/oxidant heating section 
Heat available for superheating , reheating , 
and steam generation in first convective 
s ect ion 
Heat recovered f rom flue gas in second 
convective heat t ransfer sect ion 
Heat transferred to  e conomizer water 
Algorithm 
( 1 . 1 87 5E-05* (TAH04* *2 
-540. **2 ) +. 2 24* 
(TAH04-540 . ) )*MAH04 
( 1 . 1 875E-05* ( 3360. **2-
TAH0 4**2)+. 2 24( 3360. ­
TAH04) 
ECT 1 5-QAFGH5 
MFGH0 5* (HSUM( 7 ) ­
HSUM( 6 ) ) *R* l . 8 
QRFRG56-QHEOAT 
MFGH0 5* (HSUM( 6 ) ­













Table 6-1 ( Continued ) 
Variable 
Name De s cription 
MSH08 Mass flow of coal ash recovered in ESP 
MTH08 Mass flow of coal ash and potass ium sulfate 
recovered in EXP 
MFGH09 Flue gas mass flow from E SP to  ID fan 
MFGH1 0  Flue gas mas s  flow t o  s tack 
PFAN Electric power required by ID fan 
Algorithm 
0 . 2 0*MCT0 2*XAAR* 
( 10 0 . -MOISAF) / 










Watt s  
00 
0 
PRESTO II  Variable 





2 EXT SER( 7)  
2 EXTSER( 3) 
2 EXTRNL 
2 QTB 
Table 6-2 .  Steam Cycle Model Variables ( S INGH) . 
De s cription Algori thm 
Estimated s team flow to MHD and 
oxygen plant compressors 
Shaft power required by MHD and 
oxygen plant compressors 
Heat recovered in high pressure 
e conomiz er 
Heat recovered in low pressure 
economizer 
Heat added t o  feedwater between 
heaters 6 and 7 
Heat added t o  feedwater between 
heaters 2 and 3 
To tal heat available to  s team 
cycle 
Steam flow to MHD and oxygen 
plant compres sors 
3 . 4 1 3* (PCOMP+POWERO) /  
(HSTEAMA* . 3 5)  
(PCOMP+POWER0) / 1 , 000 , 0 00 
0 . 5 5EQSE 

















Table 6-2 (Continued) 
PRESTO II Variable 
Run No .  Name 
2 QT 
2 WRATE 
De scription Algorithm 
Estimated total s team flow (EXTRNL*3 . 4 1 3  * l . OE +06) / 
...... 
(HSTEAMA + HSTEAMR) 







4 3 1  Btu/ lb at 2 400°F . Thus , SINGH uses the following expression for 
calculating EQH0 1 :  
EQH0 1 = 43 1 . *MSKH0 1 .  
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S INGH next calculates the mass flow rate of flue gas exiting the radiant 
furnace (MFGH02 ,  lbm/hr) as the difference MFGT1 7 and MSKH0 1 .  
The energy transported from the radiant furnace by the flue gas 
(ETH02) has two components .  One component is unreleased chemical energy 
whose value has been previously calculated as ECT1 5 .  Th e  other com­
ponent is  the thermal energy of the f lue gas (E QH0 2 ,  lbm/hr) . To calcu­
late EQH0 2 , S INGH recalls data previ ously calculated and s tored by NASA 
SP-273 subroutines EQLBRM and SAVE . During execution of  the MHD topping 
cycle code , SINGH directed other NASA SP-273 subrou tines to  compute and 
s tore f lue gas thermodYnami c properties for several s tates defined by 
s pecific temperatures and pressures . The s tate specified for the 
radiant furnace exit  required a t emperature of 2900° F ( 1 867K) and a 
p ressure of 1 ATM. This s tate point for this condition i s  identified as 
point 7 in the program code . Another s tate , identified as point 5, was 
s pecified with a t emperature of 80°F ( 300K) and a pressure of 1 ATM. 
Po int 5 represents the z ero enthalpy reference condi tion e stablished for 
the plant analy sis . SINGH uses the recalled data in the following 
a lgorithm for EQH0 2 :  
EQH02 = MFGH0 2* (HSUM( 7 )-HSUM( 5 ) ) *R* 1 . 8  
where R = Universal gas constant = 8 3 14 . 3 J/ ( (KG-MOLE) (K) ) 
HSUM( 7) = h/R at point 7 
HSUM( 5 )  = h/R at point 5 
h = enthalpy ( Joules/Kg ) 
After EQH02 has been calculated , SINGH calculates ETH0 2 as the sum of 
EQH0 2 and ECT 1 5 .  The next quantity o f  interest is  the amount o f  heat 
t ransferred f rom the f lue gas to the water walls for s team generation 
(EQSRF , Btu/hr ) .  EQSRF i s  calculated by the following expression : 
EQSRF = EQKT1 7-EQH0 1-EQH0 2 
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As the flue gas exits  the radiant furnace , it  s imultaneously enters 
the secondary combustor where it mixes with secondary combus tion air and 
s pontaneously completes combustion.  SINGH calculates the mass  flow rate 
of s econdary combus tion air (MAH04 ,  lbm/hr) as follows : 
MAH0 4 = ( ( 1 . 0 5-SR) /SR) * (MATO �T04)  
SR is  the s toichiometric ratio for primary MHD combustion.  The value of 
S R  i s  read bf S INGH. The desired mass flow rate of secondary air should 
be 5 percent in excess of the minimum required for complete combustion.  
This is the significance of the 1 . 0 5  term in  the expression for MAH0 4.  
The sum MAT0 3 and MAT04 represents the oxidant mass  flow to the MHD com­
bustor for the case of no oxygen enrichment . The mass  flow rate of f lue 
gas from the secondary combus tor (MFGH05 ,  lbm/hr)  is calculated as the 
s um  of MFGH02 and MAH04 .  
The heat released by s econdary combustion has been previously 
calculated as ECT1 5 .  This heat performs two funct ions . Because this 
model assumes that all flue gas exits the s econdary combustor at 2900°F , 
s ome of the heat released during combustion mus t  be used to  heat the 
mass that entered the secondary combus tor as secondary combustion air . 
The remaining heat released during combustion i s  allocated to  s team 
generation in the s econdary combustor water walls . 
The secondary combustion air enters the secondary combustor at 
TAH0 4  degrees Rankine . The value of TAH04 is specified by the program 
user and read by SINGH. The heat required to raise the temperature of 
the secondary air (QAFGH5 , Btu/hr) from TAH04 to 2900° F  ( 3 360°R) is 
1 6  calculated by SINGH according to  Chapman 
QAFGHS = ( 1 . 1 875E-05* ( 3360. **2-TAH04) **2 )+. 2 24* ( 3360. -TAH04) ) 
*MAH04 
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Once QAFGHS has been determined , SINGH calculates the heat available for 
s team generation in the s econdary combustor water walls (EQSSC , Btu/hr) 
by the following : 
EQSSC = ECTlS-QAFGHS 
The amount of thermal energy transported into the secondary combustor by 
the secondary combustion air (EQH04 ,  Btu/hr) is  also calculated 
1 6  according t o  Chapman : 
EQH04 = ( 1 . 1 87SE-OS* (TAH0 4**2-540. **2)+. 224* (TAH04-540. ) ) *MAH04 
The total energy transported from the secondary combustor by the flue 
gas (EQHOS ,  Btu/hr ) is in the form of  thermal energy and is  calculated 
by SINGH as the sum of EQH02 ,  EQH04 ,  and QAFGHS . 
From the secondary combustor , the f lue gas enters a convective heat 
t ransfer section consisting of the superheater , the reheater , and the 
MHD primary oxidant heater. These heat exchangers reduce the tempera-
ture of the flue gas from 2900°F ( 1 867K) to  700°F ( 644K) . SINGH calcu-
lates the quantity of heat removed f rom the f lue gas (QRFG56,  Btu /hr) as 
f ollows : 
QRFGS6 = MFGHOS* (HSUM( 7) -HSUM( 6) ) *R1 . 8  
HSUM( 6) i s  calculated for a temperature o f  7 00°F and a pressure of 1 
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ATM. The amount of  thermal energy transported f rom this s ection by the 
f lue gas (EQH06 ,  Btu/hr) i s  calculated as the difference of  EQHOS and 
QRFG56 .  The quantity o f  heat required f or MHD primary oxidant heating 
has been previously calculated as QHEOAT . Thus , the quantity of heat 
available for s team superheating and reheating (E QSSR , Btu/hr) i s  
readily calculated by SINGH as the difference o f  QRFG56 and QHEOAT . At 
this point i t  is  not possible to divide EQSSR between superheating and 
reheating requirements . The precise superheat and reheat demands will 
not be calculated until the PRESTO II program is executed. To execute , 
the PRESTO II  program must  be provided with only the gross quantity of 
heat available f or s team generat ion. PRESTO II  then determines the 
boile r ,  superheating , and reheating requirements . It is  possible that 
PRESTO I I  results  will not require all of EQSSR for superheat and 
reheat . In this case , the excess heat will be allocated f or initial 
s team generation .  For this reas on , the model is very general i n  its 
t reatment of EQSSR.  
The f lue gas exits  the firs t conve ctive heat transfer section at 
7 00°F ( 394K) . The s econd heat t rans fer section uses the recovered flue 
gas heat to generate s team f or the seed regeneration plant , to heat a 
nitrogen s tream for coal drying, to heat secondary combus tion air , and 
t o  heat economizer water f or the s team cy cle . SINGH calculates the heat 
recovered from the f lue gas by this s econd heat transfer section 
( QRFG67 , Btu/hr)  as follows : 
QRFG6 7 = MFGHO S* (HSUM( 6 ) -HSUM( 2 ) ) *R* l . 8  
HSUM( 2)  i s  calculated for a temperature of 250°F and a pressure o f  1 
ATM. With the exception of economizer heat , all of the heat demands for 
this heat exchanger section have been previously calculated . The seed 
regeneration plant demand is the sum of QTR1 8 and QKR40.  The coal 
drying demand is QNAT 1 2 ,  and the s econdary combus tion air demand i s  
EQH04.  The amount of e conomizer heat available (E QSE , Btu/hr ) is  then 
calculated by S INGH as follows : 
EQSE = QRFG67-QTR1 8-QKR40-QNAT1 2-EQH04 
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The amount of  thermal energy transported by the f lue gas from the second 
convective heat t ransfer section (EQH07 , Btu/hr) is calculated as the 
difference of EQH06 and QFRG67 . 
From the exit of  the s econd convective heat transfer section , the 
f lue gas enters the elect rostatic precipitator (E SP) where the model 
a s sumes all potassium sulfate and the remaining coal ash are recovered . 
The author recognizes that this assumption will be proven inaccurate ,  
however,  there is  n o  available data to  indicate how the potas sium 
sulfate and ash will ultimately be removed. Therefore , this assumption 
will have to s erve for the present . The amount of potassium sulfate 
collected has been previously calculated as MKSRO l .  The mass flow rate 
of the remaining coal ash (MSH0 8 ,  lbm/hr) is calculated by S INGH as 
f ollows : 
MSH0 8  = 0. 2 0*MCT0 2*XAAR* ( 1 00 . -MOISAF) / 1 00. -MOISAR) 
S INGH then calculates the t otal po tass ium sulfate and coal ash recovered 
(MTH0 8 ,  lbm/hr )  as the sum of MKSRO l and MSH08.  As it exits  the elec­
t ros tatic precipitator , the f lue gas f low is split into two s treams . 
One s tream f lows to the s eed regeneration plant where it  removes 
moisture from the potassium formate flow in the spray dry er . The mass 
f low rate of this flue gas s tream has been previously calculated as 
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MFGR3 7 .  Th e  other f lue gas s tream (MFGH09 , lbm/hr )  proceeds directly t o  
the induced draft fan after exiting the electros tatic precipitator . 
S INGH calculates MFGH0 9 by the following algorithm: 
MFGH09 = MFGH07�SH08-MFGR37 
At the induced draft fan,  the f lue gas s tream returning from the seed 
regeneration plant ' s  s pray dryer rej oins the main flue gas flow. The 
mass flow rate of the f lue gas plus its added mois ture has been pre-
viously calculated as MFGR3 9.  The total flue gas mass  f low rate through 
the s tack (MFGHl O ,  lbm/hr) i s  calculated as the sum of MFGH0 9 and 
MFGR3 9 .  The heat load transported f rom the plant by the flue gas was 
p reviously calculated as EQH07 .  The power required to  drive the induced 
draft fan (PFAN, Wat t s )  is calculated by the following algorithm from 
1 6  Chapman : 
PFAN = MFGH 1 0* 0 . 4  
This  calculation concludes the HRSR sys tem calculation s equence . 
The s team cy cle i s  the last maj or plant system modeled by SYSTEMS 
I II .  PRESTO II  is  the program used to model the s team cycle . The ori-
gina! version of this program,  titled "PRESTO" , was developed at the Oak 
Ridge Na tional Laboratory , Oak Ridge , Tennes see and was documented by 
Fuller and Stova117 • PRESTO was later modified by Choo and Steiger8 • 
The modified program was named "PRESTO II" . For a complete 
unders tanding of how to use PRESTO II , both reference 7 and reference 8 
mus t  be consulted. This chapter does not attemp t to  fully explain the 
p rogram code which constitutes PRESTO I I .  In stead , it  describes the 
s team cycle configuration modeled by PRESTO II and presents a summary of 
the technique by which PRESTO II is  used to model this s team bottoming 
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cy cle . This chapter also describes the calculations performed by S INGH 
in preparation f or executing PRESTO I I .  
PRESTO II i s  a program for predicting regenerative superheated 
s team cy cle performance at the cycle design s team f low condi tion (i . e . 
valves wide open) . PRESTO II  is capable of performing these predi ctive 
calculations f or a variety of  cy cle configurations . The cy cle con­
f iguration modeled for the SYSTEMS III program is  diagrammed in Figure 
6-2. He at from the MHD topping cycle compo�ents and the HRSR system 
produces superheated s team which drive s  the oxidant compressor turbine , 
the air separation plant compressor , and the high pressure s tage of the 
generator turbine . Spent s team from the oxidant and air separation 
compressors is routed directly t o  the condenser . Steam exhausted from 
the high pressure s tage is passed through a reheater and then enters the 
intermediate pressure s tage . The s team exhausted f rom the intermediate 
pres sure s tage is split into two s treams . One s tream drives  the boiler 
f eed pump and is then routed to the condenser as spent s tream. The 
o ther s tream enters the low pres sure s tage of the generator turbine and 
i s  exhaus ted as spent s team which is routed to the condenser . The con­
densate leaving the condenser i s  passed through a s eries of feedwater 
heaters whose heat s ource is s team ext racted f rom the three s tages of 
the generator turbine . After exi ting f eedwater heater 7 (i . e . the 
heater immediately downs tream f rom the condensate pump) , the condensate 
is passed through the MHO channel cooling water passages as well as the 
low temperature segment of the economizer where it receives the avail­
able heat .  The condensate i s  then returned t o  feedwater heater 6 and 
continues through the heater series until it  exits feedwater heater 3 .  
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From f eedwater heater 3, the condensate passes through the high tem­
perature side of the economizer and then returns to  complete i ts passage 
through the remaining feedwater heaters . From feedwater heater 1 ,  the 
f eedwater begins the s team generation phase and the cycle repeats 
i tself . 
To model this s team cycle , 
·
SINGH calls PRESTO II twice.  The first 
PRESTO II execution calculates the s team flow required by the oxidant 
and ai r separation compressors . To accomp lish this calculation , SINGH 
must  p rovide an estimate of the s team flow required by the two 
compress ors (QT ,  lbm/hr ) . SINGH calculates QT as follows : 
QT = 3 . 4 1 3* (PCOMP+POWERO) /HSTEAMA* . 3 5)  
HSTEAMA is  the enthalpy of the s team in its superheated s tate in  
Btu/ lbm. HSTEAMA is read by SINGH . SINGH must also calculate the 
required value f or the shaft power requi red by the compressors (WSHAFT , 
Megawatt s ) . This is accomplished by the following algorithm :  
WSHAFT = (PCOMP+POWER0) /1 , 0 00 , 0 00.  
The remaining values required by PRESTO II have already been assigned 
values within the adapted PRESTO I I  code . At this point SINGH calls 
PRESTO I I .  
After the f irst PRE STO II  execution i s  completed , S INGH prepares 
f or the second PRESTO II execution which models the entire s team cycle . 
In preparation f or this execution, S INGH calculates values for eight 
variables . These variables are lis ted and def ined in Table 6-2 . Table 
6-2 also contains the algorithms used to calculate the variables and the 
units  in which the results are expressed .  SINGH calls PRESTO II for the 
s econd time and the s team cy cle is modeled . 
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Upon completion of the second PRESTO I I  execution , S INGH performs 
s ome f inal calculations with the obj ective of determining overall plant 
efficiency . Firs t S INGH calculates the electric power produced by the 
s team cy cle (PEXS , Wat t s )  as f ollows : 
PEXS = WWGEN* l , OOO,OOO. 
WWGEN is  the PRESTO II  variable which reports elect ric power generated 
in Megawatts . S INGH next calculates the auxiliary power required to 
operate plant equipment such as pumps , HVAC equipment , lighting , mot or 
operated valves , etc.  Als o  included in the category of auxiliary power 
i s  the power required by the superconducting magnet , the pulveriz ers , 
the drying fans , and the induced draft fan. · The auxiliary power (PAUX, 
Watts)  i s  calculated by the following : 
PAUX = PMAG+PPFT+0. 0 26* (PEXS+POUTM) +PFAN 
The term 0 . 0 26* (PEXS+POUTM) accounts f or the plant equipment demand 
' . 1 6  a s  discus sed by Chapman • 
The next quantity calculated by S INGH is  the total electric power 
furnished to the distribution grid by the plant (T POWR , Watt s ) : 
TPOWR = POUTM+PEXS- PAUX 
S INGH then calculates the plant efficiency neglecting the seed regenera-
t ion coal requirement (EFFMS) : 
EFFMS = TPOWR/ (THIN* . 2 93 1 )  
S INGH next recalcu lates THIN to include seed regeneration coal : 
THIN = THIN+(MCR0 4*HCC/MOISRF) 
Finally , S INGH calculates the overall plant efficiency (E FFC) : 
EFFC = TPOW]/ (THIN* . 2 9 3 1 )  
A t  this point , execution o f  the SYSEMS I II model is complete.  
CHAPTER VI I 
MODEL RESULTS 
This chapter . reports the results of a plant analysis performed by 
the model described in the preceding chapters . The maj or characteris-
t ics of the modeled plant are presented in Table 7-1 .  
A s  di s cussed i n  Chapter III , COAL i s  the f irst program used in the 
model execution.  Table 7-2 presents the coal analyses and HHV data 
required for the COAL input data file . The s toichiometric ratio , oxi-
dant preheat temperature , and oxy gen enrichment are also required as 
input f or COAL .  Their values have already been specified i n  Table 7-1 .  
Three remaining input requirement s for COAL are the percent potassium in 
the total plasma flow ,  the MHD combus tor heat loss , and the " as fired" 
moisture content of the coal. For this analysis , the percent potassium 
i s  s et at 1 . 3% ,  the combustor heat los s is  s pecified as 1% of coal ther-
mal input , and the ·· as f ired "" mois ture content of  the coal i s  set at 2% .  
The potas sium percent i s  based upon sulfur removal requirements rather 
than plasma conductivity considerations . 
DESIGN3 is the s econd program to be executed . The design 
cons traints specified for the MHD generator channel are as follows : 
Magnetic Field Strength 6. 0 Te sla 
Electrical Lo ad Parameter 0. 7 
Channel Inlet Mach Number 0. 9 
Maximum Axial Field (E ) 
X 
2500 volts /meter 
Maximum Transverse Field (E ) y 4 1 00 volts /meter 
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Table 7- 1 .  Maj or Characteris tics of Modeled Plant . 
Approximate Power Output (Ne t )  
Coal Type 
MHD Topping Cycle 
Combustor Pres sure 
Oxidant Pr eheat Temperature 
Oxygen Enrichment 
Stoi chiome tric Rat io 
MHD Generating Channel 
HRSR 
Secondary Combus tion Air Preheat Temperature 
Flue Gas Temperature 
Steam Cycle 




Number of Feedwater Heaters 
1000 MW 
e 









2 . 00 IN. HG 
7 
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Table 7-2 . Co al Analyses and HHV. 






Heating Value , Wet , Btu/ lb 
Heating Value , Dry ' Btu/lb 
Coal Rank 
Pr oximate Analysis , Coal , as Re ceived ( %) 
Moisture 














Initial De formation Temperature °F 
Softening Temperature °F 
Fluid Temperature °F 
5. 4 
62. 4 
1 . 2 
16 . 3  
3 . 3 
112 65  
12 370 
4 1 . 4  
19 . 3  
22 . 3 
0. 9 
0 . 1 2  
5. 4 
1 . 7  
0 . 6 
2 . 1 




4 1 . 7  
1 1 . 4  
± 5 . 4  
± 6 . 8 
± 6. 8 
± 3. 3 
± 1 .  3 
± . 2  
. 4  
. 6  
1 9 60 ± 7 0  
2030 ± 70 
2260 ± 200 
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Maximum Transverse Current (Jj ) 
De s ign Mass f low 
Stagnation Pres sure at Channel Inlet 
1 amp/meter2 
550 Kg /s ec 
9 A� 
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The results of DESIGN3 and COAL executions are used to  specify some 
o f  the values required by the S INGH input data f ile . The remaining 
values are user specified . The variables required by S INGH and their 
values as specified for this analysis are presented in Table 7-3 . 
The reactant data from COAL as well as the S INGH input data file 
are provided to NASA SP-273 and SINGH which they execute . SINGH calls 
PRESTO I I  which models the s team cycle . The results of the model execu-
t ion are presented in Table 7-4. The model results were compared to a 
1 1  
. 
s imi lar case analyzed by a previous study , and provided agreement 






























TABLE 7-3. SINGH Input Data for Modeled Pl ant . 
Value 
1 ,  000 , 0 00 , 0 00 
12370.  
43.  
8 . 9 
2 . 0 
80  
20  
0. 1 39 
9.  
110 0.  
121 . 2  
0. 9 
6 . 31 
6. 0 
o. 9 7  
o .  9 35 
548 
. 8 82 
. 21 2  
9 . 8 
o. 7 36 
0. 0 30 
0. 0 33 
0. 114 
1060 
0. 8 5  
14 63 . 5 





















Table 7-4. Model Execution Results . 
Mass Fl ows (lbm/hr) 
MHD Topping Cycle 
Raw coal to pulverizers 
Dried coal to MHD combustor 
Po tass ium formate s eed to MHD combustor 
Air to air separation plant 
Oxygen to MHD compres sor 
Was te s tream for coal dry ing 
Was te s tream to atmosphere 
Air to MHD compressor 
Oxidant t o  MHD comp ressor 
Pl asma to channel and diffuser 
HRSR System 
Flue gas from t opping cycle 
Slag ,  s eed , and s ulfur rej ected at radiant furnace 
Flue gas to secondary combustor 
Secondary combustion air 
Flue gas to convective heat t rans fer sections 
Pot assium sulfate and ash recovered 
Flue gas direct to ID fan 
Flue gas to s eed regeneration then to  ID fan 
Flue gas to s tack 
Seed Regeneration Pl ant 
Po tas sium sulfate f rom HRSR 




Flue gas to spray dryer 
Carbon dioxide from regenerator 
Pr oduct gas ( combus ted) 
Gypsum and water for disposal 
Vented s team 
Flue gas and mois ture t o  s tack 
Gasifier s lag 
Po tassium formate for recycle 
6 90229.  
641 6 31 .  
10 355 . 
25500 1 3 .  
5916 03.  
6 54855 .  




3703231 .  
81 16 3.  
3622068. 
115 6805.  
4778874.  
118 057 . 
21 7 4944. 
248557 3 .  
4827 21 2 .  
10 2620. 
385303. 
36941 .  
14 8503. 
34768.  
248557 3 .  
16 755.  
167734 .  
13 8225.  
17 6032 .  
2549649 . 
4 21 1 .  
90227.  
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Table 7-4 (Continued ) 
Mass Fl ows ( lbm/h r )  
S t eam Cycle 
S t eam flow to ASU compresser 
Steam flow t o  MHD compresser 
S t eam f low t o  HP turbine 
S t eam f low t o  reheater 
S team f low to IP turbine 
S t eam f low to LP turbine 
Condenser f low 
Feedwater f low 
Energy Quantities (MW) 
MHD Topping Cycle 
Coal Chemi cal Energy 
Oxidant Thermal Content 
Seed De compos ition 
Combustor heat loss 
Inverter loss 
MHD e lectric power 
MHD channe l heat loss  
Superconducting magnet power 
Di ffuser heat los s 
Flue gas thermal energy at dif fuser exit 
Flue gas unreleased chemi cal energy at dif fuser exit 
HRSR Sy s tem 
Flue gas thermal energy at radiant furnace entrance 
S team generat ion in radiant furnace 
Slag , potass ium, and sulfur heat los s 
Secondary air thermal content 
a t  s econdary combus tor entrance 
S team generation in secondary combus tor 
S uperheating 
Reheating 
S team generation in firs t conve ct ive sect ion 
41 17 09.  
79919 9.  
519 8908.  
4057515 . 
4043 608. 
3319 409 .  
638088 5.  
6 38088 5 .  
23 26 .  
2 3 3 .  
0 . 1 2  
2 3 .  
13 . 
41 9 .  
10 3 .  
0 . 6 
2 5 .  
1610 . 










Ta ble 7-4 (Continued) 
En ergy Quantities (MW) 
He at transferred to s econdary combustion air 
Heat for coal drying 
He at for s eed regene ration s team 
Economi zer 
He at los t to s tack 
Seed Regeneration 
Coal 
S t eam 
S team Cycle Generation 
Ne t Power to Gr id 
Overall Pl ant Ef fi ciency 
43.  
2 5 .  
20 .  
77 .  
48 .  
1 2 2 . 
20 .  
6 6 4 .  
10 50.  




The obj ective of this effort has been to develop a more de tailed 
model for analyz ing prot otype MHD/ s team central station power plants . 
This has been accomp li shed . When the author began this work , the 
exi s ting model was primarily an MHD topping cy cle model.  It  did not 
addres s  the s eed regeneration proces s .  It modeled the HRSR sy stem and 
t he s team cy cle with one algori thm which expressed electric power pro­
duced by the turbine gene rator as the product of an average steam plant 
efficiency and the availab�e heat . The available heat was expressed as 
the product of flue gas mass flow and its enthalpy difference between 
the MHD diffuser exit and the s tack , les s the heat required for oxi dant 
heating. The plant model proposed in the preceding chapters implements 
a potass ium formate seed regenerat ion model , an HRSR model , and a s team 
cy cle model based upon PRE STO I I .  These new models def ine process 
s treams and calculate mas s flows . They calculate energy transfers and 
equipment power requirement s .  For some s treams they also cal culate 
t hermodynami c property data . The new plant model also implements a 
modified MHD topping cy cle model which contains addi tional proces s 
s treams and required power calculations associated with the air separa­
t ion plant and the coal dry ing and pulveriz ing equipment . 
At this time in the development his tory of MHD/ s team power plant 
technology , the model results repor ted in the preceding chap ter are a 
s tatement of what could be as opposed t o  a s tatement of what will be . 
10 0 
1 0 1  
While many o f  the model algorithms are well subs tantiated , others are 
only good estimates , and a very few are just es timates . As the develop­
ment program continues ,  emp irical data will either validate or alter the 
e s timates . When this happens the validity of the model will increas e .  
The model will then prove more us eful i n  assessing the plant-wide impact 
of operating condi tion or performance alterations . 
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O G E N = O . 
O O G E N : O B L E C G G E N ) 
I I T E S T : 1  
I T E S T : 1  
C A L L  P R E S T C  
O Q T T : S N G L ( C t ) 
W W G E N : S N G L C w W G E N )  
4 1 9 7 
c 
• R I T E ( 6 , 4 1 9 7 ) E X T � N l , W w G E N  







H P z . T R U E  
E O R A T : . 9 � 2 4  
O F : C • E Q R A T * V � I N ( 2 ) • V P L S C 2 ) ) / ( V P L S ( l ) + E O R A T * V � I N ( l ) )  
C A L C H : . T R U E . 
C A L L  N E W O F  
N P T : 8  
I S V : 7  
C A L L  S A V E  
C A L L  E O L B � M  
H P : . r A L S E . 
F E X S : W W G E � • t . O E + 0 6  
P A U X  I S  T O T A L R E C U I R E t  � U X J L I A R Y  P O � E R  ( � A T T S ) 
F A U X = P � A G + P F F T + 0 . 0 2 6 * C F E X S + F 0 U t � ) + P F A N  
T P C W R : P O U T f' + P F X S • P A I I X  
E F F � S I S  T H E  T C P F I N G  A N C  e c 'I T Q � I N G  C Y C L E  E F F I C I E N C Y · 
N E G L E C T I N G  S E E D  R EG E N E R � T I C K C O A L 
E F F M S : T P O W R / ( T H I N * . 2 9 3 1 ) 
T H I N  I S  T H E  T H E R � A L  I N F U T 
T H l N : T H I N + C � C R 0 4 * H C C / � C l S R F ) 
E F F C  IS T H E C A L C U L A T E C  S Y � � E M  EF F I C I E N C Y  
E F F C = T P O W R I ( T H I N • . 2 9 3 1 ) 
W R I T E  ( 6 , 3 0 1 3 )  E F F C , T H I � , F F F � S  
H H F F : l O O . * H F F  
GG E F F : 1 0 0  • G E F F  
T � N E t = P O U f � · P C O � F  
w R I T E  ( 6 , 1 0 0 2 ) H H F F , G G E F F , F O U t � , P E X S , 'I P C w � , t � N E 'I 
1 0 0 0  F C � � A T C 2 E 1 S . 6 L 4 F 8 . 3 , / , 4 F 8 . 3 , 1 , 4 F B . 3 , E 1 5 . 6 ,  1 / L 8 F 9 . 3 , / L 5 F 9 .l J )  , 1 0 1 2  F � R � � T ( / , L X L � E 1 S . 6 , 4 F 8 . 3 , / , 4 F 8 . 3 , 1 , 4 F 8 . 3 , E 1 5 . 6 , 1 / L 8 F 9 . 3 , / , S � 9 . 3 )  
� ... t = 8  
1 1 0 1  ;������ I � f � 1 >  
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